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VOL LX.

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO: THURSDAY. JULY 9, 1896.

NO. 10.

SILK OF UOSDS.

“The Foot
of a Fly"

Office of City Clerk
)
Mt. Vernon, O , June 0. 1896.)
'OFICE is hereby given (baton Monday,
July 13. 1896, between the bouts of 2
o'clock p m and 3 o’clock p. ni of said
day, thete wdl be » »ld at this office to the
highest an 1 best bidders, Thif y Water
Wotks Extension and Improvement Binds
of the City of Mt. Vernon. Ohio, in the aeg egaie aunt of $15,000 for the purpose of
purchasing additional ground, improving
and expending the wa'er-works system and
protecting the water supply thereol in Mt
Vernon, Ohio, said bonds to be of the <fe
nomination of $500 each, to be Ju'ed July
1, 18o6. Shall be payable twenty 120) years
from the date of issue and shall be redeem
able at the option of said city at any lime
after five (5) yeats from date, and to bear
interest at the rate of six per cent, per un
num, payable semi annually on the first
day of July and January of each year, with
coupons attached for the annual in'erest.
Principal and interest of said bonds to he
payable at the City Treasury of the City of
Mt Vernon, Ohio. 1> »nds will not he sold
at less than par value and accrued interest.
By order of City Council of the City of Mt.
Vernon, Ohio.
I’.B. Chase,
jll 5t.
•
City Cleik.

N

says an eminent English doctor, “will
carry enough poison to infect a house
hold. ” In summer-time, more espec
ially, disease germs fill the air, multi
tudes are infected, fall ill, die ; multi
tudes escape. These messengers of
mischief do not exist for millions. Why
not ? Because they are healthy and strong
—protected as a crocodile is against gun
shot. It is the weak, the wasted, the
thin-blooded who fall ; those who
have no resistive power so that a sudden
cough or cold develops into graver
disease.
We hear of catching disease!
Why not catch health ? We can do it
by always maintaining our healthy
weight.

savior s

multi

Visited by Au American
Correspondent.

Describes Scenes That He
Saw at Bethlehem,
Where David Spent His Youth—Y’iv-

id Reproduction of Ruth Gleaning
After the Reapers—Church of the
Nativity—The Shepherd's Field and

Other Points of Interest.

nings of conventual life in Palestine;
here his fiery spirit vented itself in the
treatises, letters and commentaries,
hich he sent forth from his retirement
to terrify and enlighten the Western
orld; here he made the famous trans
lation of the Scriptures which is still the
Biblia Vulgata” of the Latin Church,
and here took place his pathetic death,
which Domenichino has so vividly por
trayed in his world renowned picture.
Near the outskirts of the town is seen
the Well of Bethlehem, or David’s
Well, which is referred to in II. Samuel,
xxiii, 13 17, and I. Chronicles, xi, 15 19.
When David and his men were in the
cave of Adu lam (whicn is still pointed
out) and Bethlehem was garrisoned by
the Philistines, David expressed the
desire, “Oh, that one would give me to
drink of the water of the well of Beth
lehem, that is at the gate.-’ Three brave
men heard the wish of their leader,
rushed through the hosts of the enemy
and brought him the cooling drink he
longed for, but David would not drink
of the water because the lives ol his
men had been hazarded.
From an elevated and most pictur
esque spot near the walls of the old
city can be seen the Shepherd’s Field,
hich stretches for miles over the green
meadows and hill-slopes.
As we looked out upon the charming
landscape, yonder in the distance could
he seen a group of shepherds, with long
crooks in their hands, w’atching over the
Hocks as they quietly fed in the vales.
My guide informs me that all during
the spring months, in these fields, the
shepherds watch their flocks hy night.
And there were in the same country
shepherds abiding in the fields, keeping
at eh over their Hocks by night. And
lo, the angel of the Lord came upon
n, and the glory of the Lord shone
round about them; and they were sore
afraid. And the angel said, Fear not;
for behold I bring you good tidings of
great joy, which shall be to all people.
For unto you is born this day in the
City of David a Savior, which is Christ,
the Lord. And this shall be a sign unto
011. Ye shall find the babe wrap
ped in swaddling (lothes, lying in a
manger. And suddenly there was with
the angel a multitude of the heavenly
hosts praising God, and saying, ‘Glory
to God in the highest, and on earth
peace, good will toward men.” ’

. imMILSJUD
Iii Open Court lor Grave
Offenses.

Sow Hanged for Murder
ing a Child,
And a Rooster Suffered Death for
the Crime of Laying an Egg-Queer
Custom of the Middle Ages. Which
Reads Like a Child's Story, hut Is
Corroborated.

$1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

were strewn around him, and for one
day at least he l>ecame the cynosure of
all eyes. But on the festival of St. John
a very dilfereutscene was to be observed
when numbers of unhappy cats were
thrown into a large fire which was light
ed hy the priests, and their sacrifice was
celebrated by hymns and processions
clergy and people. Perhaps the
animals who were brought up for regu
lar trial had a better time of it than
those who fell into the hands of the
church; exorcism certainly could not
have hurt as much as burning alive.
One of the strangest of all mediaeval
trials took place at Basle, in 1474, when
a cock was accused of the diabolical
crime of laying an egg. A cock’s egg,
as everybody knows, was a thing most
eagerly desired by all witches and wiz
ards, and at that time such people were
devoutly believed in and held in general
horror. The cock, therefore, had no
chance. By supplying an article which
could be used for all kinds of wicked
ness, he was clearly an accessory before
the fact. It was of no avail that his ad
vocate argued that the laying of an egg
was an involuntary act, not premeditat
ed, and as such he ought not to be pun
ished. He might have contested that
this action showed distinct originality on
the part of the cock, and therefore
should be admired instead of condemn
ed. But whatever his defense, it was
unavailing. Public opinion was dead
against him. The end of tne affair was
that the unfortunate cock was burned
at the stake, and his egg with him, as a
warning to all sorcerers, and to such of
his kind as might be tempted to follow
his pernicioue example.

FOUND II UST.
Ilie niMting Uiik Discov
ered in Java,

Neither Ape Xor Human,
But Dike Both.
And the Gap Between Man and
Monkey, for Which the Darwini
ans Have Long Been Searching,

May Now

Ire Filled—A Scientist's

Opinion of the Find.

The “missing Jink” that scientists
[Cincinnati Enquirer.]
have been searching after ever since Mr
In the middle ages it was not uncom
MounUd upon a fine horse, it was
Darwin announced his theory of the
mon for animals to he formally tried in
with anticipations of great pleasure that
descent of man from the lower animals,
Court
for
offenses
against
mankind.
passed through the Jaffa Gate, and.
is at last found.
Generally the defendant appeared by
leaving Jerusalem to the north, passed
There have recently been uncovered
proxy,
but
there
were
instances
where
into the Valley of Gihon, on the way to
in Java by a French scientist, M.'Du
the culpnt was actually brought into
the birthplace of the King of Kings.
bois, a thigh bone, part of a skull and
Court.
#
Every new view of the historic val
two molar teeth that seem without doubt
In the case of rats, mice, locusts,fleas,
of Cod-liver Oil, is condensed nourish leys, meadows and hillocks recalls
to be the fragments of one of these
Police to Land Owners or
ment; food for the building up of the events that are and shall always be of
or other pest the ordinary course was to
man-apes.
sy»:em to resist the attacks of disease. stupendous importance and thril ing
appoint an advocate to plead for the ac
Clinton Township, knox
The teeth are as much larger than the
It should be taken in reasonable doses interest to the world.
cused, and then to summon them public
teeth
of the African as the negroV teeth
all
summer
long
by
all
those
whose
ly
three
times
to
appear
before
Court.
County, Ohio.
We are now in the plain which marks
weight is below the standard of health.
are larger than the Eurojtean’s. The
If
they
did
not
appear
at
the
third
sum

the
boundary
line
between
Judah
and
The Governor of North Carolina said
If you are losing ground, try a bottle
thigh bone is the size of that bone in the
HTHE land owners of Clinton township, Knn\
mons the case was tried in their absence,
Benjamin, where the Philistines were
to the Governor of South Carolina
B county, Ohio, are hereby notified tnat the
now.
average man of today. The skull is
and
if
their
advocate
could
not
make
a
uct passed by tlie recent s«*s«ion of the Is-yisladefeated by David: presently we are
ture «,f Ohio, regarding the removal of tliistles,
about the average in point of brain
For sale by all druggists at soc. and $i.o«
good defense for them they were ordered
pointed out a well where tradition tells
wild lettuce anil wild mustard will be rigidly < u
capacity between the average European
forced. Said uct is as follows:
to
leave
the
country
before
a
certain
us that the wise men from the East on
The trustees of any towi.shiu of this State
and the highest ape.
nism information in writing, that Canada or
date under penalty of exorcism. This
their way to the manger of the child
Itussinn thistles, wild lettuce or wild mustard *
The femur or thigh bone is said to be
enalty
was
generally
enforced,although,
* * are growing on any lands in their township,
Jesus, stooping to draw water, saw the
ntxl are nlsmt to spread or malnre »«,l I r
i
unquestionably human. Authorities
astonishing
to
relate,
the
creatures
often
the first day of June aul the fifteenth day of
star reflected in the water.
October of ••ach year, said trustees shallcanse
differ os to the character of the skull
seemed to become more abundant and
Here is the spot where it is said the
notice to writing to be served upon the owners,
and teeth. Shall they be called human
lessee, agent or tenant having charge ofeany such
destructive
than
ever
after
being
exorcis

prophet Elijah rested on his Hight lrom
lands notifying such owner, lessee, ag.nt or
or apish? The answer can only be defi
tenant that Canada or Russian thistles, or ether
ed. This, however,was always put down
the
fiery
Jezebel,
and
less
than
a
mile
noxious weeds mentioned in this section, are
nitely given when all the steps in the
to the power of Satan, and did not
growing on such lands, and that such Canndn
farther we approach the tomb of Rach
All the People
WE OFFER A REMEDY WHICH
thistles, or other noxious we<ds. shall ho cot
change from man to ape are in evidence
shake
the
faith
of
the
people
in
the
and destroyed withinifive days after the service of
el, which brings to mind the touching
Should keep themselves healthy and es.
INt llRES SAFETY TO LIFE
such notice; anil in defan It thereof, the sad
and the dividing line conventionally
least.
story of the death of Jacob’s loved wife,
pecial care should be given to the mat
township trustees shall enter upon such lands
OF
MOTHER
AND
CHILD.
“BATTLE AX is the most tobacco,
established.'
and cut and destroy such * * tliistlcs, or other
There
is,
however,
an
account
of
some
as given in Genesis xxxv., just before
ter at this time. Health depends upon
noxious weeds; and that the cost of cutting the
Prof. S. E. Tillman, writing in the
same with the cost id such notice, w ill become a
of
the
best
quality,
for
the
least
money,
%
leeches who were tried at Lausanne, in pure, rich, blood, for when the blood ie
she
reached
her
journey
’
s
end.
lien against said lands. Any constable or ri<s>uty
Cosmopolitan,
says about the Java dis
the
year
1451,
who
behaved
in
a
much
marshal of any city or village, or deputy, is here
After a short six-mile ride on an
Large quantities reduce the cost of 8
impure and impoverished diseases ot
by authorized to make service and return of any
coveries:
more
satisfactory
manner.
They
had
arious
kinds
are
almost
certain
to
re

elongated hill, well cultivated in terraces
ROBS OONFINEMEN r OF its pain.
such notice, nnd the fe»s of such service anil re
manufacture, the result going to the con- rg
“The consensus of scientific opinion,
turn shall be the same as are allow, si for service
been found guilty of infesting the coun sult. The one true blood purifier is
HORROR AND RI8K.
round the sides and with fertile grain
noil return of summons in civil c;i»Cs bhfore
however, decides tiiat all the remains
sumer
in
the
shape
of
a
larger
piece,
for
|g
try
and
annoying
the
inhabitants,
and
magistrates. If any owner, lessee, agent or
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. By its power to must be regarded as human. It cannot
fields in the valley below, we look upon
tenant having charge of any such lands shall fail
a few of them were caught and brought purify and vitalize the blood it has proved be definitely determined from this find
to comply with such notice, the township trustees
Bethlehem.
less
money,
than
was
ever
before
possible.
was
easily
and
quickly
relieved;
is
now
shall cause said * * thistle or other noxious
into Court to hear the sentence, which itself to be the safeguard of health, and alone, but it is probable that this soThe groups of women in white robes
weeds aforesaid to be cot and destroyed, and
doing splendidly.—
||||=;ill = l||lailll
may employ any person to perform snch labor,
was
the usual order to leave the place the record of remarkable cures affected called Pithecanthropus (erect ape) is
J.
S.
M
orton
,
Uarlow,
N.
C.
standing
yonder
<>n
a
terrace
just
under
Hits 1111 = IIIIB III!
and allow such person fifteen cents per hour for
lowest human form yet found, and
Sent by express or mail, on receipt ot price. the town, gesticulating to one another
within three days under pain of exor proves that it has a wonderful power over the
the time occupied in performing snch labor, and
is one of the “missing links” connecting
pay the sum for such labor out of any money in
fl.OO per fcttUe.
Book "TO MOTHERS"
cism. Whether the leeches did not quite dieease. It actually and permanently man with earlier and less human forms,
in vigorous conversation, remind one of
the treasury of said township not otherwise nt>mailed free.
propriated. and take receipt for the same. Haiil
understand or whether they were con cures when all other preparations fail to and that he stands a long way ofl from
the
group
that
.-urrounded
Naomi,
the
BBADffIKI»
UEGl'biTOU
VO..
ATLANTA,
BA.
township trnstees shall make return in writing
man on the line leading to these forms.
to the board of commissioners of their county,
tumacious does not transpire, but it is do any good whatever.
SOLD BT ALL DRUGGISTS.
THE
I,OYER’S LEAP
sorrow-stricken
widow
returning
to
this,
with a statement of thechargee for their services,
This statement should not be under
placed upon record that they failed to
the amount paid to the person for performing
her native home, with exclamations of
Henry Chappel, of Elyria, was burned stood as applying any direct connection
such labor, together with the fees of the officers
Legend That Has a Very Unromantic depart within the proscribed limit, were
surprise at her haggard face.
who made the service "of notice and return with
death Saturday night in an effort to between existing men and existing apes,
Origin.
a proper description of the premises; and the
exorcised with all due ceremony and save some live stock from a burning for it is pretty certain that while both
The men and women in yonder field
same having been allowed, shall be entered upon
Truth.]
the tax duplicate, and shall be a lien against said
immediately commenced to die off day barn which had been fired by tramps. of these may be traced to a common
cutting the golden grain give you a vivid
lands, from and after the date of such entry on
Some place it has been remarked be after day, so that in a little time the Mr. Chappel’s family had been alarmed ancestor, they have not traveled the
the duplicate. and shall be collected as other
picture of Ruth gleaning after the reap
fore tliat it is a mighty poor summer whole race was exterminated.
by the blaze about 11 o’clock, and he same path from that ancestor to the
taxes, and returned to the township with the
ers, when Boaz saw her gleaning in
general fund.
and his son-in-law, William Hobill, went present, and no discovery will ever
resort
that
possesses
no
clifl
or
preci

JOHN P. DETTBA,
A very curious trial of rats is record
these very fields about Bethlehem, loved pice named “The Lover’s Leap,” with a
the barn to save the stock. Two bridge the chasm between them.”
C. V. BEACH,
medal
-AT” CENTENNIAL
Till now’ the argument for the natural
C. G. SMITH.
ed to have taken place at Autun in the tramps who were leaving the scene fired
AWAR0E0 BY 'g^°R*^g' C0MMISS10N
her
for
her
love,
and
in
process
of
time
Trustees of Clinton Township, Knox County. O.
legend relating thereto. Mushamusha, fifteenth century. M. Chnssensee, an upon Hobill, wounding him in the hip descent of man has been one rather of
she became the grandmother of David
although a distinctly modern place, with advocate of the place, was appointed to Mr. Chappel rushed into the barn to probability than proof. But it has not
the King and the ancestress of Christ.
all the latest improvements in sanitary plead for them; and very well he did it, loosen some cattle. He was overcome been weak. In one of the Harvard
It was upon one of these hills that
THE BEST WASH BLUE IN USE.
plumbing, Jcc., (see circular), is. not be actually getting his clients ofl! They by smoke and burned to a crisp.
museums is a long glass case that
r avid, the ruddy youth, kept his father’s
hind in this respect. It is true that tbe were accussed of appearing in great
Mrs. Rhodie Noah, of this place, wa« catches the attention of the passing
sheep as the young boy is doing on the
the American Ball Blue green slope before you, and it was in surrounding country is as flat as Hat can numbers and annoying the townspeople, taken in the night with cramping pains isitor and holds it. Behind the glass is
be, but then the kgend is so weird and and were summoned to appear before and the next day diarrhoea set in.
row of mounted human and human
A TOXEY TO LOAN, on first mortgage
is not poisonous or injurious to health, the sunshine and shadow of these vales
LvA securities in sums not less than $1,000
or fabrics. It is the delight of the laund and hillocks that God created within romantic that it fully compensates for the Court. The first plea of M. Chas- She took half a bottle of blackberry cor like skeletons.
The line of white
Titles examined and absiracts furnished.
the trifling lack of a precipice.
ress, aids in bleaching and gives the
bleached
skulls
grins
fixedly at the
sensee
was
that
the
rats
were
unable
to
Farm land for sale Law office. A. R Me
dial
but
got
no
relief.
She
then
sent
to
washing a rich and elegant hue. Be him those treasures of music and poetry
Listen to the soul-stirring tale as I had abend upon the day named because all me to see if I had anything that would ightseer. The orthodox visitor shud
IXT1RE, opposite Court House, Mt. Vernon
ware
of
imitations.
Ask
your
grocer
for
the
that
have
enriched
all
the
centur

Tn order to make room for our Fall purchases of goods
Ohio.
it from the lips of the venerable chief,
of them had l>een summoned to appear, help her. I sent her a bottle of Cham, ders; the Darwinian smiles in triumph;
ies.
Sassieteman.
AMERICAN BALL BLUE
Long, long before the foot of the white and as some of them were very young berlain’s Colic, Cholera, and Diarrhoea the cynical-minded chuckles.
The Scripture allusions to Bethleand be sure you get the genuine
landgrabber had gobbled up the lair do and others sick and infirm, they requir Remedy and the first dose relieved her.
At the head of the row is the frame
article, whkh has a red siripo in the hem, which we now enter, are very main of his red brother. EatanythingAnother of our neighbors had been sick of a European. The line goes down
PROFESSIONAL CAROS.
ed
a
longer
time
to
prepare
for
their
numerous.
middle of the package.
about a week and tried different
softnufl loved the beautiful PrairiesHere it was that Samuel anointed caener, and his love was returned. A journey. The Court admitted the plea, remedies for diarrhoea but kept getting through the races to the Bushman and
David to he King of Israel, and in the noble hunter and warrior was Eatany- and granted an extension of time. Still orse. I sent him this same remedy. then on to the gorilla with hardly a
W. E. GRANT,
adjacent
h>ll country the shepherd boy thingsoftnuff. No one in all the tribes the rats did not appear, and their ad Only four doses of it were required to more noticeable step down than that
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.
of the Vermichewchewers could capture
cure him. He says he owes his recovery
encountered wild beasts, composed hi9 at one grab so many of the nimble grass vocate brought forward another plea. to this wonderful remedy.—Mrs. Mary which was taken from tlie type next
Room No. 2, Woodward Opera
() FFICE
House Building, Mt. Vernon. Ohio.
earliest Psalms. From here he was hoppers as he; no one equaled him in He declared that his clients were ready Sibley, Sidney, Mich. For sale by drug above. That white, grinning row not
oct31 tf
only proclaims the brotherhood of man,
sent to minister to the diseased mind of the skill and audacity with which he and willing to come and were only re gists.
tracked and slew the wily and ferocious strained by bodilv fear. They consider
but it is extremely suggestive of the
Saul
by
his
melodious
harpings.
Hence
M. K. QOTHHAIJL,
muskrat. To see and describe the
A new camera invented by Moessaid, brotherhood of all the animal king
only Nature can give. he went forth to see his brethren with charms of Prairiescavener would require ed the Court was bound to protect them,
pivoted upon a tripod, and revolved dom.
ttorney-at-law, Real Estate and
Loan Agent. Property for sale. Money
She gives a new, clear the army and slay tho giant champion all the blindness of love and the pen of as they came hy its order, and therefore by clock work. As it revolves it un
Now, however, conclusive evidence is
political editor; suffice it here to say requested that, before they appeared in tnds a cartridge of sensitive film, pass
to loan
Office—Banning Building, Mt.
of Philistia.
and soft one to those
Vernon, Ohio.
28ntarly
Th's little city was one of the strong that she was just as good as she was the open streets, the cats of the neigh ing it before the aperture of the camera coming in, and the scientist may talk of
perfect time. Thus a continuous proofs. His passionate dream to es
who use Paragon Tea. holds fortified by Rehoboam after the beautiful.
borhood should be bound over to keep
So their love grew until Eatanvthingiew of the horizon is taken on a single tablish the Darwinian doctrine beyond
the
peace.
The
Court
acknowledged
This
is
common
sense,
division
of
the
kingdom,
and
it
figured
softnuff,
feeling
that
life
without
Prairies

W. M. KO4KVM,
strip of film, the whole rotation consum
because when the sys conspicuously in the political life of the cavener was—like a summer without the justice of the request, but the towns ing a piece three inches wide by 32 in dispute is already on its way to fulfil
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW.
grasshoppers
—
barren
and
profitless,
rose
people, who were the plaintiffs in the ches long. The camera may l»e stopped ment.
FFICE over Knox County Savings
tem is in perfect order ancient Hebrews; but, above all, it was and went to her father, and said: “I’ll
any point in the revolution. The
action, refused to l>e responsible for their
Bank, Mt Vernon, Ohio.
novltf
the prophecy of Micah and its wonder
Xo Goods charged. Everything CASH. Prices
The strike among the St. Petersburg
film cartridge contains sufficient for 30
and the blood pure, the ful fulfillment which make Bethlehem give you 10 ponies for Prairiescavener.” cats.
For, Eatanythingsoftnuff was cunning,
factory operatives continues to spread.
complete panoramas.
marked in plain figures. No deviation from these bus
glowing complexion and a household word wherever Christianity and concealed the love that filled his
A. R. MdNTIKF.
The whole thing reads like some
The strikers now number 40,(M W, coniness rules will be allowed. We herewith give you a few
ATTORNEY ANO COUNSELLOR AT
bright eyes indicate it. is proftssed, and cause millions all over heart, lest the old man should demand child's story, hut the records of Autun
According to a celebrated anatomist isting mostly of employes in cotton mills.
than his stack.
samples of the amazing prices, which will convey but a
LAW.
hear witness to the truth of it. The there are upwards of 5,000,000 little Thus far the strikers have acted in a
the world to turn their thoughts toward more
Try it.
Then the old chief folded his arm
peacable manner. They demand in
FFI'K opposite the Court House. Mt small idea of the true values:
this Judean village as Chrismastide across his battle-scarred bosom, as cause was determined in favor of the glands in the human stomach. These creased pay and shorter hours. The
Vernon, Ohio.
lSjanlM
Sohlfor 35c. by druggists. S. R. Feil & Co.,
comes around. “And thou, Bethlehem, though hugging himself, and answered, rats, as they were willing to appear; and glands pourout^the digestive juices which police declare that nihilists instigated
Chemists, Cleveland. O.
BOYS’ LONG PANTS SUITS.
BOYS’ KNEE PANTS..
Ephratah, though thou be little among 'To the youug and strong belong the we can only suppose that they were dissolve or digest the food. Indigestion the trouble. Several employeis are will
$2
46
worth
........................................
$4.75
II. 0. Cum-HFiEt.D
H. C. Drvts.
15 cents, worth....................................... 25cents
delights of war. I am old and allowed henceforth to pursue their de
3old at H. M.Green's Ding 8 ore
the
thousands of Judah, yet out of thee fierce
2.98
worth
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5.00
is want ofjuice, weakness of glands, need ing to concede the demands of the strik
31 cents, worth....................................... 50cents
C’ritvli field <V Dvviu.
long for repose. Take her mother with
ers, hut the police forbid them to do so.
3.48 worth........................................ 6 00 43 cents, worth....................................... 75cents
predations
unmolested.
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not
men

shall
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to
of help to restore the health of these or
you
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you
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have
her
for
nothing,
ttorneys-at-law. office over 5.86 worth........................................ 9.0C
In response to a request trom the
tioned what reward they gave to their gang. The best and most natural help is
l>e ruler in Israel, whose goings forth and I’ll throw in my blessing.”
Stauffer's t lothti'g Store, North side
Egyptian government, a mis-ion is about
MEN’S SUMMER UNDERSHIRTS
Public Square, Mt Vernon, 0.
llj<u!M LAUNDERED COLORED SHIRTS.
And, not noticing the ferocious twinkle advocate, who certainly deserved well that given by Shaker Digestive Cordial
have been from of old, from everlxst
> be sent from Pasteur Institute, Paris,
Not even
in the old fox’s eye, Eatanythingsoftnufl of them.
AND DRAWERS.
ing.”
Natural, because it supplies the mater to Cairo, where it will make experiments
lumped at the chance. This is the
W. C. Cooper.
Frank Mooef. 4G cenG, worth..''..'....'.7.......7?U.'.7frcenf8
a
grain
of
salt
is
In some cases we are told of creature; ials needed by the glands to prepare the with the new anti cholera serum.
19 cents, worth............................35 cents
The angelic announcement made to legend of “The Lover’s Leap.”
COOPER & MOORE.
'wanting to emphasize and*
39 cents, worth........................... 75 cents
CHILDREN’S SUITS.
obeying the order to leave at once, and digestive juices. Because it strengthens
the shepherds as they kept their sheep
ttorneys at law. office 112
^make perfect the flavor of
79 cents’ worth................... .$1 50
marching away in troops in the broad and invigorates the glands and the stom
Main street, Mt. Vrnion. O.
by night nearby, and the wondrous
ELEPHANTS AS FOOD.
MEN’S PANTS.
98 cents, worth.............................. 200
light of day! Some of them committed ach, until they are able to do thetr work
events
recorded
in
detail
hy
the
Evange
Money to Loau.
Insurance to Sell. $1.42 worth........................................ 2JSp
Steak From the Mountain Pachy
59 cents, worth............................. $1.00
suicide and plunged hy hundreds at a alone. Shaker Digestive Cordial cures
lists Matthew and Luke, and summed
2.8G worth:......... ............................ 5.00
C W. Mi-Kke.
Got A. Wright
75 cents, worth............................. 1.50
derm Are Highly Prized
time into the sea sooner than remain to indigestion certainly and permanently
up by St. John in the statement that
98cents, worth............................ 175
[8t. Louis Republic]
MINCE MEAT.
McKEE & WRIGIIT,
’ OYER ILLS AND JACKETS.
face the exorcism of the church. It is It does so by natural means, and there
$1.50 worth........................................ 2.25
the Word was made flesh and dwelt
The
flesh
of
the
elephant
is
eaten
in
Z 1 ENERYL INSURANCE AGENTS Of- 23 cents, worth...................................... 40cents
‘Pure, wholesome,— an cconom-^
2.00 worth........................................ 3.00
among
us,
’
’
have
made
this
place
vl lice 3. W. cor. Public Equate and 39 cents, worth...................................... 50cents
its entirety by several of the African almost a pity that the faith of the nine in lies the secret of its wonderful and un
ical luxurv. Sold everywhere. S
High stieet.
household wdrJ in all civilized lands.
Take no substitute.
/?€
WORKING SHIRTS.
tribes. A detail of the process of teenth century will not allow a trial of varied success.
Send oime snd sddreM for booklet.
M
At
the
eastern
extremity
of
the
village
At druggists, price 10 cents to $1.00 per Makes you seem “all broken up,” with
■■ Hri. Pepklo.'Tb»sk>striB(."
butchering the animal is not of the ancient methods upon the rabbits of
LAUNDERED WHITE SHIRTS.
18 cents, worth............................ 40 cents
out life, ambition, energy or appetiteAustralia.
No
advocate
would
be
found
tERRELL-SOULE CO..
SYRACUSE, N. Y
we
find
a
confused
fortress,
like
a
pile
bottle.
PHYSICIANS.
pleasant reading. The tools used are
43 cents, worth..................................... 75cents
It is often tbe forerunner of serious ill
MEN’S HEAVY COTTON SOCKS.
of buildings, which comprises the the assegai and hatchets. The rough to plead for them, the thunders of the
Ixjndon’s census, taken last March, ness, or the accompaniment of nervous
MEN’S SUITS.
Church of the Nativity, and the three outer skin is first removed in large church would be launched upon them,
3 cents, worth.............................. 40 cents
1AII E R. EGGLESTON,
shows
that the ratio of increase during troubles. It is a positive proof of thin,
nnd
always
supposing
that
they
saw
the
contiguous convents belonging respec sheets. The elephant yields large quan
Office a id Resilience, 211 North Main $2.98 worth...................................... $ 6.00
the
decade
of 1881 to 1891 has not been weak, impure blood; for, if the blood is
MEN
’
S
STIFF
IIATS.
street. Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
3.48 worth...................................... 7.00
tively to the Latin, Greek and Armen tities of fat, used in cooking their Run- thing in its true light, they would int maintained. The truth is, however, that rich, red, vitalized and vigorous, it im
Office Hours-2 to 4 p m.
5.98 worth...................................... 1.00 38 cents, worth.............................. $1.00
ian Churches.
tlried biltong, or dried strips of ele mediately commence dying, like the Ixtndon is now overflowing at a greater parts life and energy to every nerve,
Telephone calls —Home company, No. 3b; G.98 worth...................................... 10.00 75 cents, worth.............................. 1.5G
phant’s flesh, and also in the prepa Lausanne leeches, or would march in
rate into the outer ring of suburbs, organ and tissue of the body. The
Ifell company, No. 32.
The
nave
of
the
church/which
is
the
9.9G worth...................................... 15.00 98 cents, worth.............................. 2.00
ration of vegetables. African explorers body to the coast and cast themselves, which are not yet counted as a part of necessity of taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla
common property of all Christians,
of the Caucasian race agree that one
the metropolis for county council pur for that tired feeling is therefore apparent
-O-----supposed to he the oldest monument of part of the elephant’s carcass, when prop like the Gadarene swine, into the sea.
K. COXAitD, U. D ,
poses. If the whole suburban dis rict
Some very small culprits were brought under the control of the metropolis po to every one, and the good it will do you
Christian architecture in the world.
erly cooked, is a succulent dish which
is equally beyond question. Remember
Home p.tTmc Piiysiciax and Scrsvox.
up for trial at Sauvigny, in 1457. An lice administration were considered, the
In the chapel of St. Helena (named will regale the most delicate taste.
Offic* in the 'V<xalward Block. Resi
This
part
very
strangely
is
the
first
population
ot
London
would
be
now
old sow and her three or four little ones
dence—Gatubie 8 r-et.
for the mother of Constantine) there
joint of the leg below the knee, which
about 6,300,000.
Office li mrs -& to 10 a nt , 2 to 4 and 5
are
44
marble
columns,
Liken
from
Mt
one would suppose to be the toughest were brought into Court, accused of
to 8 p in
2iaprly
killing a little child and partly eating it.
Moriah, supposed to have been origi portion of the animal.
Last summer one of our grandchildren
To prepare the joint a hole three feet Such instances were not uncommon in was sick with a severe bowe! trouble
nally in the porches of the great tern
TO UN E RUSSELL, M I).,
deep is dug in the earth and the sides of the middle ages, when scavengers were
pie.
it are baked hard by means of live coals unknown and vestries were not, and Our doctor’s remedies had failed, then we
8URGE0N AND PHYSICIAN,
Descending a spiral staircase we enter
tried Chamberlain’s Colic, Cholera, anti
Most of the coals are then taken out
Olli :6 — West axle of Main sireet.f urdoore
the Grotto of the Nativity, which is a and the elephant’s foot is placed in the when pigs and dogs wandered about the Diarrhoea Remedy, which gave speedy lathe best—in fact the On* True Blood Purifier.
ortli ol Public Squire, Mt. Vernon, Uit.o.
BREAKS UP A GOLD.
cave in the rock, over and around crude oven. The hole is then filled with narrow, dirty streets of the town in relief. We regard it as the best medi
'el-pb«iie X'.i. 71.
cure liyer ills, easy to take.
Residence — East Gambier street. TelcHEALS
CURES
where the church and convent building; dirt, tightly packed, and a blazing fire search of food, and were often ferocious cine ever put on the market for bowel flOOU S il llS easy Vo operate. J5 cents.
hoite 73
2U»ep87
built on top, which is kept replenished and savage creatures. The case was
Colic, 1
Cuts,
are reared. The vault is 33 feet by 11 for three hours. The foot is thus evenly
complaints.—Mrs. E. G. Gregory, Fred
The number of hf-i»-s killed for con
feet, encased by Italian marble and baked, and when done, instead of strong proved against the old sow, and her ad erscikstown, Mo. This certainly is the sumption as foot! in Paris last year 23,Burns,
Cramps.’
DR GEdRtiRR BUNN.
cate
had
not
a
word
to
say
on
her
behalf.
tough
meat
fiber,
it
is
of
a
gelatinous
decorated by numerous lamps, figures
Bruises,
Diarrhoea,
best medicine ever put on the market 186, this being exclusive of 43 mules
MIYSI' IAN ANllaUROEON,
of saiuts, embroidery and other orna consistency that may be eaten with a But, he argued, it could not be just or for dysentery, summer complaint, colic and 3S3 donkeys.
Scratches,
Flux,
spoon.
right to punish the youthful pigs, who and cholera infantum in children,
Room 3. Rogers’ Bl-a k. 111 . Soul It Main
ments.
The University of Calcutta is said to
The Kaftirs esteem this their greatest
Bites of
Cholera
reef, Mr. Vernon. O'tio.
I.
&
D.
Kosenthall,
Prop's.
Opera
House
Block,
A
silver
star
on
the
door
of
the
grotto
luxury, and a feast on elephant's feet had merely followed their mother’s bad never fails to give prompt relief when be the largest educational corporation
All professional calls by day or night
in the world. Every year it examines
Animals and
Morbus,
indicates the traditional spot where the is the occasion of a merry making that example, and could not be expected to used in reasonable time and the plain over
June
•omptly res|M)ui'e t to.
10,000 students.
Cor. Main and Vine Sts-, Mt. Vernon, 0.
Bugs, etc.
suggests
the
poscum
feast
of
the
slavery
Nausea,
know any better. Besides, there was no printed directions are followed. Many
Savior was born; above it sixteen
The
total length of the Manchester
days
in
the
South.
clear proof that they had assisted at the mothers have expressed their sincere
silver lamps are perpetually burning,
Changes of
Tastes Good,
Ship canal is 25 1-2 miles. The average
T. BEXT COTTO V,
murder of the child, although it could gratitude for the cures it ha3 effected width at water level is 172 feet and the
and around the star are the words: Hie
Water, etc.
VETEafNARY SURGEON.
Smells Good.
$lO0 REWARD. $1OO.
>uf»s-or
of Ve-erinary Dentistry.!
not be denied that they had joined in For sale by druggists,
minimum depth is 26 feet.
de virgine Maria Jesus Christus natus
The
readers
of
this
paper
will
be
SOLDI EVERYWHERE.
Residence 408 East Front street- Ofe*
the
repast.
The
defense
was
accepted
est.
pleased
to
learn
that
there
is
at
least
one
Four hyenas in an open cage attacked
e c truer Main and Front street, Mt. Ver
25c. and 50c. Per Bottle.
in, O.
That caves in the hillside adjacent to dreaded disease that science has been The old sow was accordingly publicly
Tlie gilding in the throne room of the the keeper while a circu® was pacing
B0c. size 2’i times larger than 25c. size.
THE FACT THAT WE HAVE NOW IN STOCK
Exsmina'ions fee
Home telephone'
able
to
cure
in
all
its
stages
and
that
hanged in the market place, and the Sultan of Constantinople is unequaled through the streets of Bridgeport, Conn,
the inn were utilized as stables for the
NO RELIEF, NOSPAY.
t
A COMPLETE LINE OF
Catarrh. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is the
» 228.
‘cattle, especially when the inn was only positive cure now known to the little pigs were pardoned and let loose hy any other building in Europe, and and created great excitement,
HERB MEDICINE CO.,
from the ceiling hangs a superb Vene
Tlie cycling craze threatens to ruin
upon the world again.
crowded, and that in such a cave the medical fraternity. Catarrh being
tian chandelier, the 200 lights of which lawn tennis in England. The secretaries
Springfield, - - Ohio.
There was no 8. 1’. C. in the middle make a gleam like that 01 a veritable
Redeemer was horn, is a tradition com constitutional disease, requires consti
of the numerous clubs around Iztndon
monly accepted as early as the time of tutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure ages. Yet, if creatures had a had time sun. At each of the four comers of the are in despair. All the ladies are away
is taken internally, acting directly upon of it sometimes, at others they reached room, tall candelabra, in baccarat glass
Justin Martyr, about a hundred years the blood and mucous surfaces of the
cycling and the club grounds are deser
after the facts occurred. This, there system, thereby destroying the founda a pitch of honor and glory which it arc placed, and the throne is a huge seat ted.
with red velvet, and having
Ixtxv Rate Excursions South.
00 YOU WflhT 10 BEHES YOUR CONDIIIOH 5
fore, may he the actual place of Christ’ tion of the disease, and giving the pa would be bard to equal nowadays. As, covered
Are you tired of Arctic winters; of feed
On.tbefir3t and third Tuesday of each birth.
tient strength by building up tne consti for example, in a ceremony which used arms and back of pure gold.
and
a
H
andsomer
line
of
piece
cloths
ing stock half the year; of high-priced,
month till October about half-rates for
tution and assisting nature in doing its
HAS NEVER GRACED OUR TABLES.
wornoutland ucdidiortcrops; of uslngcomSt. Jerome, who ardently believed in work. The proprietors have so much to be enacted at Aix, in Provence, on
Bucklen s Arnica Salve.
round trip will be made to points in the
Laerclal and other fertilizers? Do you waist
Tbs Rest Salve in the world for Cuts
It’s a aettled fact that we have more than double tne variety of
mild winters; to have stock run at large all
South by tbe Tztuiaville & Nashville rail this grotto as his Savior’s birthplace faith in its curative powers, that they- Corpus Christi Day. A tomcat, tho first
the year; to raise every grain and fruit
road. Ask your ticket agent about it. and spent the greater part of his life just offer One Hundred Doilars for any case that coifld be procured, was wrapped in Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
all other tailoring establishments combined can show, conseuoentknown to the temperate zone; to have
if be cannot sell you excursion tickets here. Here he fasted, prayed, dreamed that it fails to cure. Send for list of tes swaddling clothes, decorated in divers Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Cure all liver ills, bilious
ty
we
cannot
fail
to
please
you
with
something
both
STYLISH
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positive ness, headache, sour stom
better and cheaper land ; more abundant
write to C. F. Atmore, General Ptu-sen«er
timonials.
ly cures Piles, or ro pay required. It ir ___, indigestion, constipaAND DESIRABLE.
crops nnd as good prices as you get now?
Agent. Louisville, Ky , or Jackson Smith and studied; here he gathered around
Address,
F.
J. Cheney A Co., Toledo, ways, and placed in a shrine to be dis guaranteed to give satisfaction or money re- ach,
If so, call on or writ© to TUE PACIFIC
ti°n. They art easily, wlthD. P A.. Cincinnati, O.. J K. Ridgely, N him his devoted followers in the small
played
to
a
kneeling
and
adoring
crow
O.
NOUTI1WRST rSIMIGUATION liOAKIA
rif ts. A 1>CRMO1>Y
fuuded. Price 26 cents per box. For sale ‘ out t*ln OT KOpe. Sold by all druggists. 25 cents,
W. P. A., Chicago, III., Geo- H. Horner, D.
F<»KTI.AXI>, OltLXiON.
3
communities which formed the begin ,»ac^9old hy druggists, 75c.
llfsb-lv |
oulr FilU to take with Uood’s Sarsaparilla^
Incense was burnt before him, flowers bv Geo. R. Baker A Son a.
P. A., St. Louis, Mo.

ScetU 6muUicn.

wives

PLUG

'Motiers' Friend”

MONEY TO LOAN!

LlLl
The great slaughter sale which we in
augurated on May 2, and in which was em
braced the stock of Leopold, Hess & Co., ot
Philadelphia, and which we purchased from
the Trustee, under an order of the Common
Pleas Court, at 33 j per cent, less than the
appraised value,

[BellileLem Correspondence Baltimote Sun]

BALL^TBkUE

HILL BE C05TLWD UTIL SATURDAY, AUG. 1ST,

A

We give this timely notice in order
that all may have an opportunity to take
advantage of the greatest sale of clothing
ever known in the history of the county,
before it closes. We purchased an immense
quantity of the clothing, and although our
sales have been enormous, there are still
remaining some of the most desirable arti
cles that were included in the stock. Re
member that our regular stock is also in
cluded in this sale.

A Love.y
Complexion

O

O

A

A

NONE SUCH

You will find in everydepartment of our
establishment a reduction corresponding
with the few prices herein presented, which
gives you an idea of the bargains to he ob
tained at this slaughter sale.
This great sale will positively close on
Saturday, August 1st.

t

WE WIST TO IMPRESS IPOS YOUR USDS

]

That

Tired Feeling

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla

J

French, English, Scotchand German

Hood’s

Pills

banner.

OHIO STATE NEW®.

A Few Question* for Hanna.

The Central Labor Union, represent
ing many thousands of working men of
Cleveland, haven’t the greatest respect
or regard for McKinley, on account of
FRANK HARPER,
his very close association with Mark
I <li(or mi«l Proprietor. Hanna, the ringmaster of the Repuhli
can circus. They believe that it is not
McKinley who is running for President,
$1.50 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.
but Mark Hanna and they are not ex
actly satisfied with this state of allaire.
SO. 5, MONUMENT SQUARE.
Recently they had a meeting and to
express their indignation nt Hanna’s
attitude toward the labor organizations
HOME TELEPHONE CALL SO. 3S.
of the country they adopted with a yell
and without debate the following series
51 OUST V E?S 95. OHIO.
of resolutions:
“To the Republican trades union ol
THURSDAY MORNING...JULY 9. 1896. the United States: Realizing that in a
few short months the union working
men of this country will be again asked
to cast their ballots for President, we,
DEMOCRATIC TICKET.
the delegates of the organized lal>onng
people of Cleveland, appeal to Repuhli
For Secretary of State,
can wage-workers who have been re
CHILTON A. WHITE,
peatedly told by their party newspapers
of Brown County.
and politicians that they must imitate
capital and organize if they would enjoy
Judge of Supreme Court,
the lienefits of a higher tariff—to de
E. J. BLANDIN,
mand that the Hon. Marcus Hanna,
Of Cuyahoga County.
the principal manager of Wm. McKin
Dairy and Food Commissioner,
ley, (who, it is stated, will he a member
PATRICK McKEOWN,
of the latter’s cabinet in case he is
Of Hamilton County.
elected,) explain liis attitude relative to
Member Board of Public Works,
labor organizations.
WILLIAM BEAUMONT,
“1. Ask the Hon. M. A. Hanna if he
Of Licking County.
did not aid in destroying the Seamen’s
unions of the lower lake regions and
For Congress,
then contribute to a fund to send A. R.
JOHN B. COFFINBERRY,
Rumsey, his scab procurer, on a pleas
Of Iztrain.
ure trip around the world as an acknow
ledgement of his services.
“2. Ask Major McKinley’s ’bosom
friend,’ the Hon. M. A. Hanna, if he
has not taken pari in wrecking the
mine workers* unions of Pennsylvania.
“3. Ask this tremendous political
The Democrats of the firstSub division of general, who fleeces his workingmen
the Sixth Common Pleas Jadicial District with one hand and spends money lavish
ly with the other, to purchase a Presi
ol Ohio, oomposed of the counties of Knox, Jency, the Hon. M. A. Hanna, if he
Licking and Delaware, will meet io dele did not destroy the union of his street
gate convention at
railway employes and positively refuse
to allow them to organize.
Centerburg, Wednesday, July 15,
“4. Ask the great President Maker
At 10 o’clock, a. m., for the nomination of Hanna if he diu not say to the striking
two candidates for Judge of the Common employes of the Globe shipyard that
Pleas Court for said Sub-division.
$1.30 per day is sufficient wages for
David M. Kkllrb,
them (when competitors were paying
more.jbut, if they would vote for Mc
W. A. Harris,
Chairman.
Kinley, he would favor paying $1.50 a
Secretary.
day.
“5. Ask the unselfish Hanna if he is
not at this moment erecting a mansion
Evkky man who works on the farm, for his son and employing scab labor
in the factory or in tl e store will be and disregarding the wape rate and
benefitted by the remonetization of sil eight-hour day of the building trades.
“Finally ask Mr. Hanna, if destroying
ver.
workingmen’s unions and paying pau
per wages for long hours of toil is his in
It was doubtless from mere force of terpretation of protection to American
habit that Senator Thurston, at Canton, labor and prosperity and patriotism."
spoke of "the four years of Democratic
McKinley is called the “advance
tariff." The Democratic tariff is not
sgent of prosperity,” but in 1890 he was
quite a two-year-old, although very
the advance agent of disaster. The
thriving for its age. But this is a very
volume of business of the country in
trilling discrepancy for a loud-lunged
dicates better than anything else wheth
calamity howler.
er it is prosperous or not For the three
years prior to the passage of the Mc
Wk are authorized by Judge J. S. Gill
Kinley bill, and for the three years after
to say that he will not he a candidate
its passage while it was in full operation,
for Judge of Common Pleas at the
the clearings of the seventy-one cities
convention to be held at Centerburg
were as follows:
Juiy 15; and the delegates are free to se
B-fore McKinley.
After McKinley.
lect a candidate from the names that 1888.. .$49 541 000.000 1892...$62,109,000 000
1889..
_
56
175
000
000
1893...
51,309.000,000
will he presented, according to their
1890.. . 60,829 000,000 1894... 45,615,000,000
choice, not considering his name among
Inadequate as the Gorman tariff bill
the number. This action is final on his
was in many particulars, it stopped any
part and in no event will Mr. Gill accept further decline, and the clearances last
the nomination. He desires to tender
year reached $51,511,000,000.
to the Democracy of Knox county and
The tariff of 1883 had the same effect
the district his warmest gratitude for upon business—unsettling it. The
their kindness in the past, and pledges volume of business shown by the clear
himself to aid them in the coming ances before and after it was as follows:
campaign in the cause of Democracy
Before 1883 Tariiff.
After 1883 Tariff.
and free silver.
18*0...$49 990.CO0.000 1884.. $44,200,000 000

Democratic Common Pleas Judicial
duration.

Thk glamour of high office has daz
zled Mr. McKinley and addled his wits.
Otherwise he would not have referred to
the gold dollar as being the only “full
dollar" that must he paid for a “full
day’s work.” This he did from a door
step at Canton, and is the only financial
utterance he has made since nominated.
Didn’t he consider the silver dollar a
“full" dollar in 1878 when he voted for
the free and unlimited coinage of silver?
Did he not consider the silver dollar a
“full" dollar when he denounced Cleve
land for “his efforts in demonetizing sil
ver?” We are afraid that this Mr. Mc
Kinley is very much of a hypocrite.
“What is the strict meaning of 16 to
1?” is a question frequently asked, not
withstanding the oft repeated explanation of the phrase. As the term will be
used with increasing frequency during
the coming four or five months it is well
to have it clearly understood. Sixteen
to one means that for money purposes
under the American bi-metallic system
sixteen ounces of silver equal in value
one ounce of gold.
In the standard silver dollar of the
United States there is pure silver weigh
ing 371} grains, the rest of the weight
being alloy. In the standard gold dol
lar there is pure gold weighing 23.22
grains, exclusive of the alloy. With a
very slight fraction of variation the
pure silver in a silver dollar is sixteen
times the weight of the pure gold in a
gold dollar. That is what is meant by
“16 to 1."

They are sending word to the United
States from Lombard street, London,
that they have millions of dollars lying
there ready to invest over here if the
people vote to sustain the single gold
standard. This is one way the people
have of trying to influence the votes at
the coming election. But we do not
want their millions over here. Let them
keep their money at home. There is
too much foreign money invested in
America now. The constant drain of
dividends from this country to Europe
is not a healthful indication. Il there
are good business chances in America
let Americans take them. If the
Americans have not sufficient capital,
let them invest what they can, and
allow the other opportunities to lie
fallow for their children and grandchil
dren to take advantage of. We say to
the English goldhugs, keep your money
at home.

John B. Cofhnberry, who was nomi
nated for member of Congress from the
Fourteenth district at Shelby, is a Rich
land county hoy. lie was born near
Spring Mills on the old Coffinherry
farm. He is the son of Abraham Coffinberry, who was a highly respected
member of the community in which he
lived. Abraham Coffinherry was the
son of George Coffinherry, a soldier of
much fame in the Revolutionary war.
He was a pioneer in Madison township
and was a man of high repute. His
reputation for bravery was unquestioned
and he was the leader in executive mat
ters in that early day.
John B. Coffinherry has illustrious
ancestors on both the maternal and pa
ternal sides of the house and true
American blood runs in his veins. The
fire and vigor of his Revolutionary an
cestors is in his nostrils and their man
tie of energy, endurance and perse
verance has fallen upon him. His
record in the city of Lorain, of which
he is Mayor, is clean and unswerving.
He will make a Congressman of which
every citizen of the Fourteenth district
may justifiably be proud and there will
never be any question as to his opinion
on any of tho leading topics of the
day. His speech of acceptance at the
convention was pithy and clearly de
fined his position.—Mansfield Shield.

Edward Sporrock was killed by a trol

WITH PElHSJf PRHSE

THE CIRCUIT RIDER
Said, “Heat Is Life. Cold is Death.” j

There is no surer way to set up dys
ley car at Columbus.
Bert Todd, 24 years old, took an over Camp Sychar Will Soon pepsia than to drink freely of cold
drinks at meals. The natural heat ol
dose of morphine at Dayton, and died.
the stomach is necessary for perfect di
Be Mecca
Anxious creditors at Youngstown are
gestion and any cold substance thrown
looking for an alleged clairvoyant, Prof.
DeMills.
into into it absorbs just so much heat
Toward W Iiicli Heligloiiw and robs the stomach of its pow< r. A
William Dugan was killed at theGrafton furnace, Letonis. He was run down
Pilgrims Travel.
cup of hot Poetum Cereal which lias all
by an ore car.
the nourishment of the grains, will do
Archie Tatiran, of Batavia, swallowed The Meeting This Year Will lie Open more to fatten the body and preserve
his false teeth while in a fainting spell.
ed On Tuesday, August 11, and good stomach action than all the drugs
Both recovered.
in the pharmacopeia. Coffee and tea
Close On Wednesday, August 19—
Frank Miner, of Warren, nearly suc
disagree with many people, while Poe
cumbed to fire damp,while working in a
List of Officers and Workers to Be
tum Cereal agrees with the weakest
well, Thursday.
Present.
stomach and can he given freely to the
John Thomas, of Springfield, died
children.
from injuries received by falling over a
Tbe Secretary of the Ohio Campmeeting
A reliable grocer will never offer a
clifl at Cold Springs. «
has issued a circular in the interests of the cheap or weak imitation of a genuine
Frank M. Hemsteger.an aged German meeting to he be held at CampSychar next
of Piqua, dropped dead while waiting month, beginning August 11 and closing original article because be happens to
for his wife to prepare breakfast.
make a little extra profit. But it is
August 19.
Mrs. Malinda Williams, at Cedarville,
The Ohio State Campmeeting Association well to observe that when genuine
was probably fatally burned while try was organized over twenty-five years ago Poetum Cereal coffee is ordered, that
ing to liven up the fire with kerosene. on the plan of the National Association. you get Poetum and not a spurious
Miss Mary Martin, of Lucasville, has The chartered and historic aim is Scriptu imitation offered as “just as good.”
become insane because her lover jilted ral soul saving by the “promotion of holi
her. and has been ordered sent to the ness and the conversion of sinners." Ag
asylum.
gressive measures are employed to awaken
Mrs. Lydia Boweher, aged 35, was and lead sinners to Christ; to establish be Assignee’s Sale of Real Es
killed by an express train at Wapakon lievers in the grace of Perfect Love and to
tate.
eta. Her head was severed from her lift up the New Testament standard of
body.
living. These ends have been sought
N pursuance of the order of the Probate
Albert Regel, of Akron, charged with through meetings and literature in harmo
Court of Knox county, Ohio, I will
offer for sale at public auction, on
non-support ofhis children, was bound ny with Scriptural and Wesleyan standards
over to Probate Court Wednesday under urged with all charity and boldness, but Saturday, tbe 18th Hay of July, 1SS$, at
4i $3«)0 bond.
avoiding all vagaries and disloyalty to
tw« o’clock, p. ni.,
Harry Johnson was accidentally and chnrch order.
probably fatally shot at Prospect, while
Camp Sychar through its many thousand upon the premise*, one mile west ot
Martinsburg. Ohio, the following described
attending a shooting match. Over 100 patrons in the | ast eight years, has become real
estate, eitnate in the couuty of Knox
shot entered his side.
well and favorably known- Ilia situated and 8iate of Ohio, to-wii*
Being all that portion of lot No- thirteen
James Robinson, of Welston, was shot one and one-half units from the public
in section four (4), of township five
and instantly killed by Frank Harrison, square of Mt Vernon,forty five miles north (13),
(5), range twelve (12), United States military
a neighbor. Robinson was drunk and east fnm Columbus and equally distant lauds in Kuox county, and State of Ohio,
tried to stab Harrison.
from Mansfield and Newark, and is readily heretofore owned by virtue of a deed from
E S. Bebout and wife, dated March 28. 1879,
Rev. Joseph Ebhen-Powell, the En accessible by tbs C , A AC. and B. & O. and
recorded in book 74, page 453, of Knox
glish minister iudicted at Findlay for railways. Its perennial crystal fountain, canty.
Ohio, deetl rec >ni, made to Aaron
violation of the registration laws, lias its ample shade, llscanves tents and holy S. Bebout, that live South of the road run
been discharged on a technical error.
associations make it at.ractive for those ning from Martinsburg, in Knox county, to
Utica, in Licking county, Ohio, containing
Col. Duncan, State Inspector of build who have a love for ideal camp life. As a eighty
and one-half (8o}j acres- Said (remcampmeeting
resort
it
cannot
be
excelled.
ing and loan associations, has made a
i es were deeded to Alva McKee by Aaron
ruling that directors of such associations,
The Association is com pose J of Metho S. Bebout and wffoon lb' 7th day of Oc
who handle money, must furnish bond. dist ministers and laymen from different tober 1882, and recorded in deed book 79,
page 289Ex-County Commissioner J. L. Messer sections of the state who manage the relig
A ppraised at $2,300 00
has been acquitted at Zanesville of mis ious and temporal affairs without leuumer
Terms of sale—$100 to be paid on day of
conduct in office. Two other Commis ation, Solely for the spiritual profit aud sale, and balance of one-third of purchase
price to be paid within thirty days of sale;
sioners are to be trieel on similar charg (tersonal comfort of its patrons.
one-third in one year.and one-third in two
es.
Originally planned as a migratory, ten, years, deferred payments to draw 6 per cent
The Royal Clay Mauufacturing com campmeeting. its continuance at8ychar has interest per annum, parable annually from
pany of I hrichsville.said to be operating demanded some improvements and en day of sale, and to be secured by mortgage
the largest sewer pipe works in the larged accommodations. These are pro on premises soldC W. McKEE,
world, has assigued to Roes J. Alexan vided as receipts will permit. The demand
Assignee for Alva O. McKeeder, of Bridgeport.
Dated this 16tb day of Jane, 1896.
for the best possible annual program of
L- B- Holck, Attorney for Assignee.
Charles C. Higgins, a Columbus gro services and for eminent teachers is so great
cer, has been found guilty at Findlay of that the committee have invited some of
violating the pure food laws. It was ihe ablest known workers.
the second trial of the case. Mr. Hig
With “Holiness to the Lord” as their
gins will appeal.
motto, the Association joins bauds and
Joseph Weber, a Sandusky barber, faith with visiting pastors and workers to
died Thursday from the effects of the ex make 8vcbar a Pentecost of spiritual bless
traction of a tooth a few days ago. ing, and a Normal School for soul-winners.
When found he was in a sitting posture Evangelists and aggressive Christians of all
on the end of his bed.
denominations are making this more and
The Wooster council has granted to more a rallying place each year.
Findlay and local parties a franchise
Friday August 7, is appointed a day of
for laying mains for natural gas or oil. fasting and prayer for tbe annotating of all
The contract provides that wells must workers and tbe preparation of all hearts,
be doLe within four weeks.
that we may have a glorious meeting mar
While Carl Mercer, a voting man of velous in manifestations of Divine power.
20 years, residing near Harrisville, was
The Association has spared nothing to
crossing a rail fence with a hoe, he slip
ped and fell And the hoe handle pene provide excellent spiritual entertainers,
trated his bowels. It is feared he will some of them being among the highest dig
die.
nitaries in the church.
Rev. C J. Fowler, D. D , of Haverhill,
George Zeigler, of Osceola, took his
halt of the household goods after a Mass, President of tbe National Associa
quarrel with his wife And stowed them tion, will be present from tbe opening to
in a barn. A few hours later the barn tbe close of the camp. Dr. Fowler is a
was set on Are and destroyed, with its preacher, teacher and evangelist of excep
contents.
tional power. He is a most able and re
George Williams, sentenced to Bata freshing expositor of the doctrine of holi
via to serve five years for horse stealing, ness'.
was shot and instantly killed by the
Rev. C. A. Van Anda, D. D., of Chicago,
1881.. . 63,471,000,000 1886... 41,474,000,000 deputy sheriff while trying to escape. will retuin this year upon special request
In 1886 business had accommodated it The deputy was exonerated at the coro and delight 8ycbar crowds with his minis
self to the changed conditions, and ner’s examination.
try and fellowship. He too will stay dur
Delaware lodge of the Knights of the ing tbe entire meeting
slowly increased each year until in 1890
it had almost reached tne volume of Ancient Essenic Order instituted with
Rev. W. H- Daniels, of Chicago, author of
nearly 100 members, last fall, disbanded
1881. Then McKinley hit it another Thursday night. Ninety dollais that History of Methodism, and retnrned mis
blow between the eyes that knocked it was in tne treasury was voted to the sionary from India, will spend a week at
Sychar preaching and witnessing in his de
aged people's home.
out again.
lightful manner.
In 1894, thanks to McKinleyism, the
Mrs. Frank Meeks, of Bowling Green,
Mrs. Florence 8. Wilson, of Baffalo, New
business of the country was less than in committed suicide by taking rough on York, will give Bible readings and conduct
1881. There is no reason to suppose rats. She objected to her two boys special services for women.
joiniug a tent show, but to no avail. As
that the Republican show will come up soon as they had jjone she became de
Rev. C. E Rowley and Mrs. Rowley,
to the gaudy posters of its “advance spondent and suicided.
evangelists and singers, of Deleware, Ohio,
agent” any better in 1897 than it did in
Charles Clark, Harry Davis, and J. C. will have charge of the music this year
1890.
Jones, held at Bowling Green for the which insures success in the singing. “Pen
murder of Marshal Baker at North Bal tecostal Hymns” will be usedBolting Republican conventions these timore,
C. E Cornell, of Cleveland, ex-Secretary
have been recognized as noted
days is becoming quite a fad since the Chicago crooks, the leader and two and present Treasurer of the Fifth District
example set at the Republican National members of the notorious Curry gang. Epworth League, will lead the Epworth
Convention. At the Republican State
The 2-year-old boy of Mrs. Minnie League meetings daily in League Tabernac
Convention of Minnesota, held at St. Parmelee died at South New Lynne in le, supported by a large body of young
Paul last Thursday, the silver men with agony. He swallowed a kernel of coffee ministers and other workers. That these
wnich had lodged in the windpipe services st 6 p m. will be full of joy, inter
drew from the party and after forming Three
physicians could not afford relief, est and victoiy need scarcely l*e said among
an organization issued an address to the and the child died after suffering for 18 those who know Bro. Cornell.
Republicans of Minnesota, in which hours.
Tuesday. August 18, will have a special
(hey recite the record of the Republican
A young eon of Rev. Mr. Blackford, program of excellence. Rev. W. F. Oldham
party on the money question, and con of Eldorado, Preble county, who, in D. D., Delaware, Ohio, will preach. Junior
company with several companions from League meetings daily at 1:30 p. m., will be
clude as follows:
“The Republican party no longer the same place, was camping on Green held with the children with appropriate
stands for both silver and gold as prim ville creek, was fatally shot in the neck leadership, songs, illustrations deaigned
ary money, hut for gold only. We can Wednesday by one of the party, with a and directed for their salvation aud help
not accept the new faith, and we will “didn’t-know-it was-loaded” revolver.
Other eervices and workers will be an
hold,steadfastly to the old. This policy
A suit in which two wives claimed the nounced as final arrangements and circum
of gold monometallism means prolong estate of the late Jx>renzo Wheeler, has stances demanded and intensified oppression, an endless finally been settled at Youngstown by a
Street car direct to Camp Sychar from Mt.
an hopeless era of falling prices for our deed by which Eva A. Wheeler, in con
farmers and other producers, continued sideration of $400, transferred to Emma Vernon station*—five cents each way. A
uncertainty of employment for our Wheeler certain
property.
Each one and one-third round trip rate on all
workingmen, with lessened wages follow claimed to be the widow of the dead railroads from within one hundred miles,
provided ticket agent is ad vised ten days in
ing the fall in prices of the products of man.
ts
labor, discouragement of all enterprise,
advance that be may order tickets for sale
of the landmarks of the country,
and in the end universal bankruptcy the(tne
on
August
10,
11
and
12.
Better
rates
are
old Driesbach hotel, just south of
and the gravitation of all monoy into Wooster,
was destroyed by fire Sunday hoped fur and if secured will ha announced
the hands of money brokers. It means night.
Post office facilities will be provided on
The
house, for manv years was
the obliteration of the great middle class,
by Herr Driesbach, the world the grounds- Thi3 department will be in
the yeomanry of the nation, and the di conducted
lion tamer, and many noted connection with book store,where an assort
vision of the people into the very rich famous
men have been sheltered and entertain ment of religious books and periodicals, es
and the very poor.
pecially those relating to tbe subject of
“Those Republicans who believe in ed under its roof.
the use of both gold and silver as the
Upon application of Erskine L. Bab Christian Holiness may be found.
money of ultimate payment and their cock and the Akron Belting company,
The officers and members of the Associa
free coinage in our mints must either J. A. Long was appointed receiver of the
submit in silence or speak out boldly- in Falls Rivet & Machine company, locat tion are as follows:
Rev. G F. Oliver, President; Warren,
condemnation of this policy as disastrous ed at Cuyahoga Falls. The company
to the people. On matters of vital prin has an indebtedness of $375,000, with Ohio.
ciple no man can reasonably be assets estimated at $315,000, including
Rev. James 8. Reager, Vice President and
asked to submit to party dictation. real estate, accounts, letters patent, etc. Auditor, Cleveland, OhioEvery’ mini who places country above
Rev GW. Dennis, Member Executive
party and whose sympathies are with
Lewis and W. E. Spencer, of Geneva, Committee. Delaware, Ohio.
the producers as against the money have a bottle blown lull of Masonic em
Rev. L. H- Baker, Field Secretary and
brokers And bondholders owes a duty to blems, which was presented to their
his conscience and to his country,which great grandfather, Rueben Wilder, by Superintendent Tabernacle Department,
can only be discharged by putting forth George Washington at Valley Forge. Warren, O.
Rev Dr. W.H. Painter, Pavonia, 0.
every effort in his power that the blight The bottle is a quaint looking affair,
of the single gold standard may not be and is highly prized by its owners. Wil
Rev. G- W- Ball, Mt. Vernon, O.
fastened upon this people.”
der was an officer on Washington’s staff.
Rev J. W. Hill, Ada. 0.
The revolt is headed by Lieutenant
A 8. Caton. Secretary and Superintend
A young man named Harbaugh, who
Governor Frank A. Day, Congressman was recently married, living near Mil ent of Tents aud Lodgings, Coshocton, 0*
A. P. Howard, Superintendent of Gates,
Charles A. Towne, ex-Congressman John lersburg, has been adjudged insane and
Lind, State Senators Sanborn, Morgan, taken to the asylum. He imagined aud Tickets, Wellsville, O.
R A-8chmuck, Treasurer and Superin
that he was going to die soon and (hat
Howard and 8mith.
his young wife would marry another tendent of Labor and Police, Osnaburg, OThe Detroit Tribune is a leading Re man. This idea unbalanced his mind
W. T. Hart, Superintendent of Dining
publican journal, but :t does not and he would have killed his wife if offi Hall, Gambier, O.
cers had not arrived.
worship the Golden Calf, and will sup
The Adams Express office and the
PUT AWAY YOUR GUNS.
port tne free coinage of silver. In an
station of the Iaike Erie, Alliance &
issue of the Tribune a few days ago the Southern railway at Paris, were entered
following “political definitions" were by burglars Wednesday night. A new Squirrels Cannot Be Killed Until the
First of September.
suit of clothes and several valuable
presented:
Birds of all kinds are protected and can.
packagos
were
taken
from
the
express
“Bimetallism: A good word to fool
office, and a lot of tickets and freight not be killed or pursued with intent to kill,
voters with.
“Debased money: Any money which from the railroad office. The robbers at any time in Ohio. The destroying of
does not afford the Rothschild Syndicate hauled their plunder away in a wagon. their nests or eggs is prohibited aud the
a rake off.
The state board of equalization heard same penalty provided. The exceptions
“Democracy: Something Republican the protest of Director Taggart, of New are the house sparrow, that may he killed
leaders are emulous to imitate.
York, for the Western Union Telegraph at any time, and the American robin, that
“Honest money: Money designed company against the payment of the may he killed by the owner or tenant of
for the payment of debts and of double Nichols law excise tax. The Western any premises where it is found destroying
the value of the money" borrowed.
Union offered to compromise by paying fruit or berries growing on such premises
The above are only a few
“International agreement: A polite the state $70,000. Tney owe over $100,Quail may only be killed between No samples of the
term signifying till hell freezes over.
000 taxes, and the state board refused.
“Most enlightened nations of the The United States court will be appeal vember 10 and December 15; prairie chick
ens rabbits and squirrels between Sept. 1
earth: Those whose legislatures are ed to.
and Dec 15; woodcock between July 4 and
controlled by the Rothschilds.
The board of State library commission Nov. 15; w ild ducks and such game birds
“Republicanism (the real article): The
advocacy of the use of both gold and ers elected W. C. Godfrey, of Zanesville, between Sept. 1 and April 10. Exception,
silver as standard money. (See Min a veteran lieutenant of the 78th O. V. 1. rabbits and eqirrels may be killed at any
janitor of the library, and Albert C.
neapolis pUtform.)
time by the owner or tenant of premises
“Rothschild: A foreign potentate Smith, ot Waterford, stenographer. Li where such animals are found injuring
whose influence in the United States is brarian Galbraith states that under the grain, fruit trees, shrubbery or vegetables.
That have been made, and
new rules, any citizen of the state can
greater bv far than that of Leo XIII.
take
out
books
from
the
state
library
by
Many
persons
have
been
killing
squirrels
it
is to your interest to call
“Sound money: The system now in
vogue in which one class of dollars is observing a few rules. This is a new de without the knowledge that the law bad early, as at such prices the
parture.
been changed and we publish the foregoing
worth but half what another class is.
“Standard money: Something which
Louis David, of Toledo, aged 21, was for their information- Put away your goods are bound to go.
not one politician in a dozen can de instantly killed Sunday morning, by squirrel guns tiH the first of September. The
fine.’’
iraspiug the dangling end of an electric penalty that w, uld Allow one convieriun
ight wire. A policeman noticed crossed
Hon. Chilton A. White, who leads wires burning in a tree on Field street, would be greater than the value of many
the Democratic State ticket, was a cap and after notifying the Traction com squirrels. The Game Wardens and their
Deputies are generally quite vigilant and
tain in the Mexican war under Gen.' pany, stood guard to warn passersby. the trouble is hunters do not know who
MAIN STIiET, NEAR GAMMER.
Davis
was
with
some
friends,
and
when
Thomas L. Hamer and was a school-'
he was notified he made a derisive re they are, and violators of the fieh and game
mate of General Giant. “Rise up,1 mark and caught bold of the wire, meet laws may be caught when and where they H.C. Parker, Manager.
Chilton!”
least expect it.
ing instant death.

GOLD AT A PREMIUM

s

.. AND SILVER, TOO !
SO THE FRIENDS OF EACH METAL.
CAN BE PLEASED AT OUR STOTE.. .
For We HAVJl B3EM and Will Still CONTINUE to pay a 20 Per Oent. Premium in Merchandise,
on Either Metal, Silver or Gold Certificates.

a

PRICES HAVE PROVED

OUR

Xortli-Kast Cor, Pub. Nquare.

HOT WEATHER

Ladies’Kid Button
Shoes, reduced from
$4 to $1 •
Men’s Calf Boots,
reduced from $3.50
to $1.
Boys’ Calf Boots,
reduced from $2.50
to 25 cents.
Men’s Button and
Lace Shoes, reduced
from $2.50 to SI.
Ladies’ Bright
Grain Lace Shoes, re
duced from $1.50 to
75 cents.
Infants’ Shoes, 5
to 10 cents.

Sweeping Reductions

f

VANNATTA’S

STANDARD PATTERNS;
Catalogue Free on Request.

BARGAINS!
yi

Sm i/i $rw/J Xai j,
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Negligee Shirts,
Hosiery,
Belts,
Fancy Shirts,
Neckwear,
Pants,
Fancy Vests,
Duck Pants,
D. & B. Serge Coats,
Bathing Suits,
Umbrellas,
Knee Pants.

Haadkerchier«,
Collars and Cuffs,
Underwear,
Suspenders,
Sweaters,
Suits,
Serge Coats and Vests,
Alpaca Coats,
Dusters.
Crash Vests,
Canes,
Straw Hats.

We are taking advantage of the
present Hard Times to Secure

SPECILFOR THIS WEEK:

SPECIAL LINES OF DESIRABLE

A Fine All-Wool Suit for $8.00.
You can only appreciate it by
calling.

SEASONABLE GOODS.

HANDSOME CLOCKS FREE.

STADLER,
The One Price Clothier, Hatter and Furnisher, S. W. Corner Public
Square and Main St.

LAKE HIAWATHA PARK,
Monday, July 20.

Of which we are giving our cus
tomers the benefit. In every
department of our house are to
be found

CONTERNO’S FAMOUS CONCERT
BAND,

BARGAINS WHICH CANNOT
BE DUPLICATED.

OF NEW YORK,

In the Grand Historical Musical Spectacle

Battles of
Our Nation.
TALENTED VOCALISTS. SPANISH DANCE8,
FIBEWOttKS DISPLAY, ELECTRICAL CANNON.
GRAND CHORDS.
MILITARY PAGEANT.

OPEN AIR PERFORMANCES,

TRADE GIVEN CAREFUL AND PROMPT
ATTENTION.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING.

Admission to Park:
JVTDTT1LTS, 25 CENTS.
OETIZLZDZR-ZEJST, IO CENTS.
SEATS, 25 CENTS.

Gel in the Banil Wagon

Just Look at

co.3

isrixoTsr

The people
know a good
thing when they
see it, and this
accounts for the
rush at Vannatta’s shoe store
to take advan
tage of the big
cut made in the
prices of foot
wear.

The opportunity
will not last long, as
we are offering foot
wear at such low
prices
were never
heard of before in Mt.
Vernon.

IT.

And the Throng That Visits Our Store Will Bear Us Out in the Assertion. Gome and See Us.

I

They
Are
Going
Like
Hot
Cakes
Anri
You
Should
Not
Miss
Them.

1

THE KEY TO
Is merit, and with that key we reach the confi
dence of the public. If this sounds like boast
ing, here are the goods for your most critical
examination, and no one need buy what they
do not w ant. Our special aim is to make you
want the

\vii n

EM'S
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ jggg

- *

WE WANT YOUR TRADE

And we hope to do it simply by inducing you to
visit our store and see for yourself how fully our
furniture justifies the praises of those who buy
of us.

♦

. . . AND ...

♦

In order to get it have made prices

Bed Room Suite fur $12, worth $16.

*

that will interest you:

Sideboards, $18, woith $25.

Good business suits.................................... $3.50 and $3.75
All wool cassimere suits.............................................. 6.00
Black clay worsted, all wool, new sack..................... 8.50
Black clay worsted, all wool, long frock.................... 8.50
G. A. li., all wool, two set buttons............................. 8 50
Ilogs’ suits, nice goods................................................ 3.50
Children’s suits, good thing.......... .*............................ 1.25
Men’s overalls, with or without bib, make aud fit
guaranteed................................................................. 39
Men’s unlaundried white shirts, regular 50c grade... .35
Full regular seamless cotton sock............................ - .05

Stands, $4, worth $11.

R<>ekers, $3. worth $6.

!

•

JOHN A. SPITZER,
116 South Main street—Old Banning Block.

I

Our line of Bicycle Goods is the best
in the city.

One rrice Clothier, Hatter and Furnisher.
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Watches From $1.50 Ip
Call and see what you can
buy f<»r little money in
Gents or Ladies’
atches
at F. A. Clough & Co.’s.

STOP!

A\D NOTICE
TIIE RUSH TO

SIRIBHJa

I

co.

THE? ARE

NOTICE!

At Dever's Drugstore you
Customers know they can can find a full line of
purchase here:
Just received some of the finest dinner
PURE DRUGS,

sets ever seen for the money. Fine thin
goods, warranted, and beautiful decora
tions. Sets that compare favorably
with any $25.00 set ever sold, and at
half the price. Stop and see them.
E. O. ARNOLD.

Pure Paris Cwreen,
Pure TjoikIoii Purple,
Pure Insect Powder.

Oaiuberlain’8 and Munyon's
Remedy. *
Do you use SAlt? and if you do, buy
the best No. 1 Fine Salt, $1.00 per bar M uny on’s Pamphlets Free—Call for
rel, at Warner W. Miller’s.
One.
The best Tea and Coffee in the city TRY OUR SODA PHOSPHATE WITH
for the money, at Warner W. Miller’s
KOLA.
Ask for our 30c Coffee and 8ample Tes
at 25c per pound and be convinced.
Fireworks for 4tli July Cheap.
Come in Boys.
Japanese mattings are one ot the
nicest things of the age. N<»t like the
old fashioned matting. Finer, more
beautiful and n.ore durable. You can
see the finest line of these goods at
ARNOLD’S ever shown, and at prices
No. 20 N. Main Street.
from 10 cents to 60 cents j»er yard.
Mt. Vernon, O.
Stop and see them.

SCRIBNER & C0„

SS5

DRUG SUNDRIES,
PATENT MEDICINES,
PERFUMES,
TOILET WATERS,
SOAPS,
TOOTH, NAIL
AND
HAIR BRUSHES,
CLOTHES BRUSHES.

BEAUTIES . .
--- M---The line of Men’s Women’s and

Children’a Shoes for Spring wear in all
the newest and most stylish tees and
shades, and at prices that are lower

than tho lowest. Call and see for your
self.
A full line of Trunks and Valises.
— {,4 —

The Finest Line of Cigars
in the city.

SILAS PARR

ED. DEVER,

The Delineator of Fashions
In Fine Footwear. ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

|t. I'eraM, Oki«

2«» riblic Square.

No. 3 South MaiuSt.

Kirk block.

IMBIB

FH11 SILVEB wins. I COLLECT BRIDGE fOKD.

Gathered Together While Friend* of While Metal City Will
Bring Suit
PuMsing Along,
Control at Chicago.
Against Commissioner*.

And Wliicli Include Choice A Teat Tote Shows a Ma Light Committee Ordered
Local Happening*,
jority or :t to l.
to Huke C ontract.

SILENT MAJORITY.
MISS EMMA WRIGHT.

Miss Emma Wright, aged 48 years, ditd
at tbe home of her mother, in Gambier,
Thursday night. She leaves a widowed
mother and two brothers, Mr. H C. Wright
of Gambier and C. N. Wright of Toledo, O.
She was formerly teacher in the public
schools, but for a number of yexrs past has
beeo librarian of Kenyon college.

HiaiBUD^CElEBRlTED
The UloriouN Fourth Pro*
perly Observed.
Demonstration Wa* Held
at the Park.

MRS. ANNA ARENTRUE

Small Rlazc In Weill’s Grocery Sat The Platform Will Re An Outspoken West’s Resolution Repealing the Poll
urday— Elizabeth Doty Causes Ar
1<I to I Declaration—l»arge List of
Tax Ordinance Passes—Solicitor
rest or Jos. Ilradtleld for Assault
Entries for Presidential Nomination
Ordered to Collect Delinquencies
With Intent to Kill—Col. Hunt Re
But No One Can Foretell the Lucky
in Sewer Fund-Funds Transfer
signs Colonelcy of U. R., K. of P.
Man.
red.

— Retail price: Butter, 121; egas, 121.
— Mr. and Mrs. Harry Weaver are re
joicing over the arrival of a son at their
home.
— Prof. Sireibert, of Kenyon college, last
week received the degree of Ph. D. from
Hamilton college, his alma mater.
— The Daughters of Liberty and 0. U- A.
M. attended the patriotic service in a bo ty
at the M. E, Church, Sunday evening.
— Miss Edith Finn, a young lady of this
city, made a successful balloon ascension
and parachute drop at Centerburg, Saturday.
— The North Ohio Ministerial Aasociati »n of the Christian church is in session
this week in the Christian church in this
city.
— The committee having in charge the
Free Street Fair, met Monday evening and
decided to hold the Fair on September 15,
16 and 17.
— Col. Hunt, on Monday resigned the
colonelcy of the Fifth regiment, U. R , K.
of P., to become chief signal officer of the
Ohio brigade, U. R.
— A small blaze started in the window at
Weill’a grocery Saturday evening and
burned about $30 worth of fireworks before
it was extinguished.
— Prof. C. B. Bowerman, teacher of writ
ing and business methods in the public
schools, has tendered his resignation. His
successor has not been selected.
“
— There will be a Inwn fete at Libert
Chapel, four miles West of Mt. Vernon,
Thursday evening, July 16. Proceeds will
be used in repairing the church.
— A workman employed by W. H. Pratt,
had a foot badly mashed at the C , A. AC,
shops Tuesday. Hewas engaged in bending
a heavy pitce of iron, when it fell on bis
foot.
— Roll Torrey suffered a alight injury at
the Park Saturday. He was “shooting the
chutes,” when he struck bis chin against
the front of the toboggan, inflicting an ugly
gash.
— Sunday of each week the Baltimore A
Ohio R. R. will excursion tickets to local
stations at rate of one fare for the round
trip, good going and returning on date of
sale only.
— Tbs remains of Will Simmonds, who
diedin Westerville of consumption, were
brought here Friday and interred in Mound
View. Deceased was a nephew of Mrs L.
8. Wing, of this city.
— A. D. Bunn, of thia city, last week re
ceived the appointment of Deputy Oil In
spector for this station. Owing to his other
business interests which require his atten
tion he declined the appointment.
— Mr. Frank Harper, delegate from this
district to the Democratic Convention at
Chicago, has been appointed a member of
the Committee on Rules. F. O. Levering,
of thia city,is one of the Assistant Sergeantsat-Arm.
— Mrs. A. W. Phillips, of Ibis city, had
her left eye removed last week by Drs Ed
win and Speers, of Mansfield. The eye bad
been injured about eight months ago and
was producing sympathetic disease of the
other eye.
— A two-year old babe of Mr. snd Mrs.
George L. Myers, of Pike township, wa,
scalded to death, last week. While (be
mother was about the family washing, the
child pulled a large basin of scalding water
over, teceiving fatal injuries.
— On July 13 and 14 the Baltimore A
Ohio railroad will sell excursion tickets to
Marion, Ohio, at rate of one fare for the
round trip, account I. O. O- F. and Patri
archs of Ohio. Tickets will be good for re
turn until July 20, 1896.
— Miss Jessie Bryant, who was so badly
injured in the accident at Ball’s crossing,
and who has remained at Mr. Ball's home
since being hurt, so far recovered as to
be able to be removed to her home in this
city on Tuesday evening.
— Rev. Dr. Chas. L. Fischer, of Gambier,
represented the faculty of Kenyon college
at the meeting yesterday, at the Colonial
Club, in New York City, of the Association
for Promoting the Interests of Church
8chools, Colleges and Seminaries.
— John Torrey, who has recently so sue
cessfully managed the White Star laundry
in thia ci>y, lias received the appointment
of Superintendent of I-anndry in the Mans
field reformatory. J. M. Armstrong, of this
city has been appointed a guard— Receiver Cowen, of the Baltimore A
Ohio, an able attorney and well informed
as to the condition of the property financial
ly, says he believes the company can be re
organized successfully without assessment
and with but little change in capitalization.
— Twenty-four thousand tons of new
street rails have been ordered for the Balti
more A Ohio by General Manager Greene
They will be furnished by the Carnegie
8teel company, the Illinois Steel company
and the Cambria Iron company. Delivery
has already been commenced.
— The grand circuit meeting for Cleve
laud will be held July 27 to 31 inclusive.
Purses aggregating $35,000 are offered, and
some of the best horses in the world are
entere I for the contests The B. A 0 and
the C-, A. A O-railroads will offer special
low excursion rates for the occasion.
— On July 14, 15 and 16 the Baltimore A
Ohio railroad will sell loir rate excursion
tickets to Milwauke, Wis.,going and return
ing via all rail,or via steamer from Chicago,
at the option of passengers. Tickets will
be good for return leaving Milwaukee July
20, 21 and 22, but are subject to an exten
sion until August 5,1896.
— The Cecilian Mandolin. Club, of Mil
lersburg, is giving concerts nightly, this
week, at the Park. They played a similar
engagement at the Park last summer and
gave such excellent ratisfaotion that they
were engsged for a performance thio year.
They are delighting the large crowds that
go out nightly to hear them.
— Elizabeth Doiy on Monday caused a
warrant to be issued for the arrest of Jos.
Bradfield, charging that he assaulted her
and her husband on July 3, with intent to
kill.
Bradfield waived* examination in
’Squire Blair's Court and was bound over
to the grand jury in tbe sum of $200. All
the parties reside in the East end, near
Center Run.
— General Manager W. M. Greene, of the
Baltimore A Ohio road, has contracted with
tbe Baldwin Locomotive works for six pas
senger engines with driving wheels 6} feet
in diameter, four passenger engines with 68inch drivers and ten consoldiated engines.
This contract for 20 engines makes 75 new
engines in a'.l that General Manager Greene
has contracted for with different works.
— Wm Headington, Warner Bricker,
Clifford Dexter and Charles Hesgreen se
cured a rig from R. P. Hall's livery stable.
Saturday, and started to drive to Center
burg. When they reached Mt. Liberty one
of the animals dropped dead from over
driving. On Monday warrants were Issued
for their arrest and two of them, Headington and Dexter, were captured and brought
before ’Squire Blair, where they entered a
plea of guilty and were each fined $20 and
costa.
— A number of the young men who are
members of St- Paul’a church met with the
rector in the Parish house, Tuesday eve
ning to consider the advisibility of starting
an order of the Brotherhood of St. Andrew
in this city- It is a Church organisation
and has for its sole object the spread of
Christ’s kingdom among young men. The
meeting adjourned after a talk on the sub
ject by Rav. 8myths and the election of Mr.
Jobu Ringwalt, Jr , as secretary pro tern to
confer with the National Association in re
gard to organizing the ebap'er. Another
meeting will beheld soon at which time the
Secre’ary's report will be beard and final
steps taken in the matter.

The Drm cratic National Convention
opened at Chicago shortly after 12 o'clock,
noon, Tuts Jay, and was called to order by
Cbairman W. F. Harrity, of the National
Committee.
After prayer by the Rev. Ernest M. St ires,
of Grace Episcopal church, Chicago, Chair
man Harrity announced tbe following
temporary officers: Chairman, Hon. David
B. Hill, of New York; Secretary, 8. P.
Shetrin, of ItdiaBs; Sergeant at Arms, Col.
John I. Martin, of 8t. Louis.
At soon os the report was read. Hon. H.
D Clayton, of Alabama, offered a resolution
eubati’iiting the name of Senator John W.
Daniel, of Virginia', for that of Senator
Hill, as tbe temporary presiding officer.
This precipitated a fiery debate between
the silveritis end the representatives of tbe
gold Democracy of the East.
A vote was finally reached on the resolu
tion substituting the name of Daniel for
Hill, which resulted: Ayes, 556; nays, 349.
This signal victory for the silver men was
greeted with an ovation from tbe con
vention at thia show of their strength.
A committee consisting of Hon. J. F.
Jones, of Arkansas: Hon. R. P. Keating, of
Nevada and Hon Stephen M. White, of
California, was appointed to escort Senator
Daniel to tbe platform, whan that gentle
man deliveted an eloquent address that was
frequently puoctnated with vigorous ap
plause.
The Ohio delegation met at the Palmer
House, Monday, and organized by eketing
John R. McLean, chairman; Allen W.
Thurntau, committee ou resolutions; Ulrich
Sloane, of Hillsboro, committee on creden
tials,- Frank Harper, of the Mt- Vernon
Banneb, committee on rules; Gen. E. B.
Finley, |>ernianent organization; A. W. Pat
rick, of New Philadelphia, vice president of
convention; L. E. Holden, of Cleveland,
committee to notify candidate for President
of his nomination.
The Convention assembled again at 10
o'clock Wednesday morning, when 8enator
White, of California, was presented as the
permanent ChairmauThe name of tbe standard-bearer who
is to lead tbe Democratic hosts to victory
thia fall cannot be foretold at this writing,
when so much good material is at hand. It
may be Bland. It may be Boiea. It may
be Matthews. It may be Blackburn, of
Kentucky. It may be John R. McLean, of
Ohio. It may be Senator White, of Califor
nia, or Senator Daniel, of Virginia, or some
other good Western silver Democrat.
The platform will demand the restoration
ofibe free and unlimited coinage cf both
gold and silver at the present legal ratio of
16 to 1. It will proclaim for a tariff for
revenue only and denounce the threatened
enactment of the infamous McKinley tariff'
A plank will favor the tecogoition of the
Cuban patriots.

With the temperature up in tbe nineties,
the city fathers sat and wrangled for two
hours Monday evening. All members were
present at roll call except Cos, who rants in
later. Mr. Vance, who has been absent for
several meetings past, owing to business re
lations out of the city, was in hie accustom
ed place and bis presence lent encourage
ment to tbe friends of Mr. West's resolution
repealing a resolution by Mr. Welsh requir
ing two days labor on the streets. Ever
since Mr- Welsh's resolution passed there
has bren rumblings of dissatisfaction.
Under the leadership of Mr. West, a re
solution was formulated repealing tbe
obnoxious measure, which floally passed as
above stated.
The transfer of funds from tbe condemna
tion to general fund, which lias been such a
source of discussion, was finally completed.
This transfer was authorized last winter by
an act of legislature, but whenever it came
up for hearing presented such golden op
portunities for the unloading of English
that the measure came near being talked to
death.
The Council also authorized the Solicitor
to take such legal steps as are necessary
toward collecting the city’s share of the
bridge fund from the County Commissioners.
This fund bad been accumulating for several
years until there is now due the city about
$4,000.
BoUTINE DOINGS.

Tbe Mayor, through tbe Clerk, made a
written report, showing $20 collected in fines
and licenses- He also presented a communi
cation from the village of Dauville,desiring
to purchase twenty lamp posts, which was
referred to the light committee.
The committee having under considera
tion the claim of Miss Ella Porter, sgainst
the city for damages, asked and were grant
ed further timeSTREET COMMISSIONER'S REPORT.

The Clerk read the following communica
tion from the Street Commissioner.
July 6. 1896To tbe Honorable City Council:
Mt. Vernon. 0.
Gentlemen:—1 desire to call your atten
tion to ibe fact that there are weeds grow
ing on private lands in the city contrary to
law. Also to the condition of the C., A- A
C. railroad crossings on South Main and
West Vine streets They need new plank.
I notified them some time ago about it and
they have not repaired it. Probably you
had better take some action as there has
been one accident at tbe crossing on West
Vine street.
Respectfully 8ubmiued,
John Wobley,
Street Commissioner.
Mr. Welsh thought the city had an ordi
nance compelling tbe Street Commissioner
to cut weeds and charge same upon the tax
duplicate of the property. He then intro
duced a resolution to thia effectCity Engineer Cassil arose and explained
the difficulties attending such a course
There were no funds in treasury to pay for
such labor and he had experienced con
siderable trouble in getting men who would
do tbe work and wait until the taxes were
collected for their pay. When put to a
vote, Mr. Welsh's resolution was carried.
The finance committee presented a report
allowing tbe bill of J.D. Critchfield for $500
for legal services in assisting the city in the
Stauffer and Israel cases. Upon motion
of Mr.Vance,the bill was placed on the pay
roll.
The Street Committee made a report ac
cepting Charles Cooper's addition to the
On Wednesday the various committees city, which, after considerable discussion,
submitted their reports, (including the plat was laid on tbe table until next meeting.
LIGHT COMMITTEE'S BEPOBT.
form) which were discussed and ado pied.
Tbe Light Committoe, which had been
Thursday’s session will be devoted to the
presentation of candidates and tbe ballot instructed to confer with tLe Mt. Vernon
Electric Light Co-, reported the following
ing will probably begin late in the after proposition from tbe company:
noon.
To the Committee on Fuel and Light, of
tbe City Council, Mt. Vernon, O.:
THE SOCIAlTsWIM.
At yonr request tbe undersigned, the Mt.
Vernon, Ohio, Electric Light company, now
Mr. Cliff Mitchell spent the Fourth in engaged in lighting the streets of said city
Chillicothe.
under a five-year contract, with ten year
Mrs. James Stoyle. of Akron, ie the guest option, do hereby submit to you the follow
ing new schedule, under which we will
of relatives in the city.
to light the city for a period of five
MiseWinne Baldwin left Thursday for continue
years from a date to be fixed by you, tbe
Lima to visit friends.
number of lights to be the same asunder
Min Helen Howe and Min Ethel Cooper the present contract, with tbe right to in
have gone to Columbus, on a visjt.
crease the same at your option:
For an every dark-hour schedule, $600
Mr. and Mrs. Will McFadden have re
per month, makiDg a saving to the city
turned to their home io Fargo, N. D.
over
the present contract of $654 per an
Mr. and Mre. Thomas G. Bunn are visit
num.
ing Mrs. Bunn'i parents in Mansfield.
A moonlight schedule for $554 50 per
Mrs. Clatk Armstrong is visiting her month,
which would be a saving of $1,200
sieter, Mrs. Mark Hammond, in Mansfield. per
annum.
Mr. Ed Ensminger is attending the
Or a moonlight schedule from April first
Elks' convention, at Cincinnati, this week:
to October first of each year, and a darkMessrs Willard Armstrong and Guy hour schedule from October first to April
Forbing have gone to Mt. Clemens, Michi first of each year, for $575 per month, mak
ing a saving of $954 per year.
gan.
The city at any time, upon 30 days notice
Mrs. Joseph McCormick has gone to
Lakeside where she will remain during the to have the privilege of adopting either the
moonlight, every dark hour, or the present
season.
schedule of lighting, by peyiug the respec
Miss Saidee Stevens returned Monday tive prices therefor
noon from a abort visit with Mansfield
Respectfully submitted.
friends.
The Mt. Vernon, O-, Electric Light Co.,
Mr. Dexter Daniels, of Chicago, is the
(Signed)
C. A. Bird, Secretary.
guest of his parents, Capt. and Mrs. O- G.
Upon motion of Mr- Myers.the matter was
Daniels.
Misses Lillian and Helen Smith, of Pitts referred to the Street Committee with pow
burg, are visiting the Misses Clarke, North er to make a contract which should come
Main street.
within the present levy, the contract to be
Hon. Rollin M. Morgan stopped off in the referred back to the Council for ratifica
city 8unday on his way to the Chicago tion.
convention.
Larimore’s resolution.
Miss Georgia Fredericks returned, Fri
Mr. Larimore offered the following reso
day, from Chicago, where she has been the
guest of friends.
lution, which, upou motion of Mr. McFeely
Misses Louise Otis and Lucia 8<eberger was adopted:
were the hostesses of a hay ride and pica ic
Resolved, By the City Council of the City
Monday evening.
of Mt-Vernon, Ohio, that in conjunction
Mrs. Alec. Day and Miss Emma Quigley, with the Mayor of thecity, Joe Hooker Post,
of Zanesville, are guests of Mrs. Clem Mer No. 21, G. A-R , and the Union Veteran
cer, west of the city.
Legion, we extend an invitation to the exMrs G. W. Nrasse has gone fora visit Prisoners of War Association of Ohio, to
with her daughter, Mrs. H. M. Strong, of hold its next annual session at our city.
Anderson, Indiana.
In taking this action we pledge a united
Mrs- W R. Shipley, of this city, went to effort on our part to assist in making this
session
one ot the most perfect in all enjoy
Toledo on Monday, to visit her daughter,
ments and facilities for tbe entertainment
Mrs. W. E. Jacoby.
Mrs Sarah Russell and Mrs- Nellie Rue- of our honored guests upon this occasion.
sell, have gone on a visit with friends and
MISCELLANEOUS.
relatives in Chicago.
Mr. Ransom moved that the resolution
Mr. G M. Stadler and wife, of Urbana,
visited Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Stadler, North authorizing the transfer of funds from the
condemnation to tbe general fund, be taken
Main street, over8unday.
Mrs. George Heabler and son Sheridan from the table. Carried. Mr. Meyers offer
and Mre J. 8. Deisler, of Tiffin, are visiting ed the original motion transferring $776 22
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Stokes.
from the condemnation to the general
Mr Phil. B Adams, of Boston, arrived in fund. Mr. Welsh was immediately on bis
the city. Tuesday, and is the guest of his
feet and wanted to know why this was
father, Judge John Adams
Mr- and Mrs Frank Oakley returned to being done. Mr. Larimore, of the Finance
Toledo on Monday after a short visit with Committee was considerably nettled by Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Stevenson.
Welsh’s actions and informed that gentle
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Streetor returned to man that the matter bad been discussed et
Chicago, Monday, after a mouth's visit every meeting of Council for tbe past six
with Mr. and Mrs Geotge Bunnmonths and that had he paid proper atten
Mies Daisy Jones has returned to her
home in Newark after a pleasant visit with tion no explanations would be necessary.
Mr Meyer’s motion was put and carried.
Miss Caldwell, West Chestnut street.
Mr. McFeely moved that Mr. West's res
Miss Ruth Strong, daughter of Rev. Syd
ney 8trong, of Cincinnati, is spending the olution repealing Mr. Welsh’s resolution*
summer with Mrs. John S. Wirt, N. Divis requiring tbe performance of two days labor
ion street.
Mr. George Vail, accompanied by his on the streets be taken from the table and
family, left Friday, to spend a two-weeks’ refetred to tbe committee of the whole. On
vacation with Columbus, Delaware and final passage tbe measure received nine
Sparta friends.
votes, Messrs Ransom, Sleyens and Welsh
Mrs John R. Doelfs. accompanied by her voting against it.
little daughter, has gone to Northfield,
Tbe President stated that the report of
Michigan, where they will spend the sum
the Cemetery Trustees had been referred to
mer, visiting relatives and friends.
Mrs. Morrison and little daughter, Janet, a revision committee, one of the members
accompanied the Misses Minnie, Mae of which bad lo>t the entire reportand Lou McCormick and Mr. Ed.
Mr. Ransom offered a resolution author
McCormick
home
from
Lakeside
izing the Solicitor to take steps necessary to
the first of the week.
Hon. W. M Harper snd wife leave for collect tbe delinquent assessments in the
Washington, Sunday, and on tbe following sewer fund. Carried.
Saturday Mr. Harper will sail for Europe
Mr-Meyers eaid that at last meeting of
on the Normandie tor an absence of two Council the City Solicitor had been instruct
months, combining business with pleasure. ed to see the County Commissioners con
A very charming but informal garden cerning tbe city's share of the bridge fund
party was given on Monday afternoon by which now amounted to $4,000. Tbe So
Miss Amy Fairchild, at her beautiful home licitor reported that he had seen the Com
on Gambier avenue. A pleasing musical missioners and they refused to pay any
program was carried out and delicious re back funds due the city.
freshments served.
Mr. Ransom offered a motion authorizing
Mr. and Mrs. Clem gave a garden party the Solicitor to take legal steps toward col
Friday evening at their home on tbe Lov- lecting the bridge fund. Carried.
eridge farm west of town, in honor of MrsMr. Meyers moved that tbe Street Com
Day, of Zanesville. The lawn was beauti missioner notify theC. A. A C- railway
fully decorated with Japanese lanterns. A cotnpany to put planks in Vine street cross
delectable luncheon was served to the forty ing within ten days. Carried.
guests presentCouncil then adjourned for one week.

Died at her home on E G.nibiet a’reet
July 1, aged 81 years. Death resulted from
convulsions resultant from an attack of
apoplexy. Mre. Arentrue was a native of
Ireland, having been born in Belfast, May
4, 1815. She came to this country with
her parents when two years of age and
settled in Philadelphia. In 1834 she mar
ried John Ar-ntiue, and one year later
removed to this ciiy, where she has since
resided. Of the the four children born, but
one survives her, Miss Jane Arentrue. The
funeral was held at the house Friday after
noon and interment was made in Mound
View, Rev George F. Smythe officiating.
WM. RINEHART,

One of the oldest inhabitants of Green
Valley, died at bis home, about three miles
northwest of the city, Tuesday forenoon, of
disease of tbe et. msch. Mr. Rinehart was
born July 10, 1819, on tbe farm where he
died. He was twice married, both wives
having preceded him to the grave. He is
survived by Beven children, Mrs. Henry
Heidebrand, of Beecher City, Ill ; Mrs F.
P. Johnson, of Wilkesbarre, Pa., and Wil
lard, Jeffe son, William, B. J. and Everett
Rinehart. Mr. Rinehart was a prominent
Democrat, having served two terms as In
firmary Director The funeral occurs Ibis
afternoon at the home and interment will
be made in Mound View, Rev. Turner con
ducting the services.

A GOLD ARGUMENT.

Two Prominent Republicans Come
to Blows Over Discussion.
A little argument on the silver question
occurred in a Main street restaurant last
week which ha* attracted considerable at
tention on account of tbe prominence of
all the parties concerned and the method
used in illustrating their remarks. It ap
pears that James Gruel, a prominent gold
Republican, was seated with a friend in the
restaurant discussing the money question.
About this time P. H- Updegraff, another
of tbe faithful within th* Republican fold,
dropped in and engaged in tbe talk. Upde
graff is a silver advocate end soon succeed
ed in stirring up a hornet’s neat. The
argument became so heated that Israel
struck Updegraff. The parties were then
separated an d an attempt made to bush the
matter up.

LITIGATION STATISTICS
Compiled From Clerk of Court’s Re
port to Secretary of State.
Showing Number of Civil Judgments
Rendered, Indictments Return
ed—Other Data.

The statistics of the County Clerk's office
for tbe fiscal year ending June 30, have
been prepared by Clerk L. A. Cnloereon,
and forwarded to tbe Secretary of State.
From tbe report, (he following information
was gleaned:
FINE8 ASSESSED

Crimea against persons...................................
“
property..............
20
Fines against persona............... ...............$60
All other offenses....................................... $70
Amount collected....................................... $75
TbecoatB in there cates amounted to
$2,258 89, of which $1,245 81 was taxed
against the defendants, and $40 53 collected.
CIVIL JUDGMENTS.

Judgments for money only.................... 243
Judgments for money and relief............. 53
Amount of judgments ................ $74,610.40
Total number of judgments.................- 296
Final decrees rendered............................ 290
Namber ot cases ou docket.................... 230
DIVORCE SUITS.

No. pending July 1, 1895.......................... 16
'• instituted during year...................
41
” decided
”
” ........................ 36
“ pending .............................................. 21
“ brought by husband........................... 26
...................... wife....................................... 31
Of these, 10 were brought on the grounds
of adultery, 24 for absence end neglect, 15
for cruelty,3 for drunkenness and 5 for mis
cellaneous causes.
In th* suits ended during the year 22
decrees were granted and 15 were dismissed.
Tbe question of tbe custody of the children
was raised in 9 cases, and they were given
to the mother in 8 cases.
JURY

FEE8-

Amount of grand jury fees certified
to during year.._............................... $661 63
Petit jury fees in criminalcases...........$917 70
................. . “ civil ” ........ $1,787 15

Total .......................................... $3,366 48
CFFER8ES AGAINST PUBLIC PEACE.

One of the Largest Crowds Ever In
the City-Rain Spoiled the Fire
Works In the Evening—Races Were
a Great Card-Gambier Won Rase
Ball Tournament.
When the rising sun last Saturday morn
ing peepe<l over tbe Atlantic seaboard, it
ptoclaimcd the dawn of another Independ
ence Day. As it ran its course throughout
tbe day, its rays for tbe first time greet* d
the new memberof the Union- On that date
Utah attained statehood.
Tbe Fourth in Mt. Vernon was a great
success from every standpoint- Yonug
America begin to manifest its approach
early Friday evening in the usual way and
the night throughout was continually re
sonant with the boom of the giant fire
cracker. Mayor Huai had given consent
to Ibe firing of the little machines of noise,
but also instructed the police to arrest anv
one who commenced hostilities before the
Fourth. A request was also made that tbe
public refrain from making any noise near
tbe Rcsenthall home, and the request was
generally observed. All through the early
part of Friday evening the police were vi
gilant, but withal the air was occasionally
split by Ihe deafening roar following the
explosion. As soon as midnight was past,
the firing commenced in earnest and was
kept up until Sunday.
Tbe cannon salute which was advertised,
was not fired. It was not necessary for every
body seemed alive to the fact that the day
was one of festivity and were early on the
scene to help things along. The celebration
was held at Lake Hiawatha Park, under the
supervision of the Uniformed Rank,
Knights of Pythias, where a program re
plete with entertaining features was carried
out. People ftom the country and sur
rounding towns began to pour in the city
and by nine o’clock it is estimated that five
thousand strangers were in town. Manager
Chase had the entire equipment of the Mt.
Vernon Electric Railway in service to carry
the crowd to the Park. Every car that went
out was freighted down with pleasure bent
humanity and by night careful estimatee
placed the number who passed the turn
stiles at the gate et ten thousand.
The forenoon was spent in baseball, a full
account of which is given farther along in
this article, and a band concert by the city
band
In the afternoon, three boys in barrels
opened the program by paddling a race in
the lake, which was won by Charley Brentlinger George Graff won tha wheelbarrow
race and Arthur Stone the sack race.
Ic the half mile running race, there were
but two entries, Break ’o day, ridden by
Chas. Armstrong, and Douglass, ridden by
Will Armstrong. Break *o day won in two
straight heats. Time, 56L 57.
Tbe great unknown race between the
Duke of Licking Connty, driven by Russell
Ash, snd Rattler, driven by Emer Tullos*.
was an amusing and ludicrous affair. Both
men were tigged out much after the style of
the regulation Darktown jockey. Rattler
won.
? , .
The mile hurdle race was won by Doug
lass in 2:13.
In the race of tha horse against man, Mat
Hurley succeeded in beating out the horse
on one fourth tbe distance. The race come
near ending in a fatality. As the horse was
rounding the second turn he fell with the
rider beneath him- The horse's hoof barely
grazed Ibe ride.’a breast.who got up,mount
ed tbe animal and continued on around the
track.
In the evening Mat Huriy after several
attempts, succeeded in climbing the high
diving pole, from which ie made a success
ful high dive of seventy-five feet into the
lake. The rain later in the evening serious
ly interfered with tbe fireworks display and
caused tbe crowd to seek shelter indoors.
However, the many Park buildings proved
amply commodious and no one got wet.
An unfortunate accident bappened to the
street railway company, about nine o'clock,
which did much to spoil the temperament
of the large crowd waiting to return to tbe
city. Owing to the heavy traffic during the
day, the axles on two of the cars were badly
sprung so that they failed to remain on the
rails One left the tracks directly opposite
the Park entrance and the other at Camp
Sycbar switch. In both cases, owing to the
softness of the earth produced by the heavy
rains, the tracks spread and were rendered
impossible for traffic- It was some time
before tbe cars were gotten out of way and
tracks ready for running. A large number,
fearing that the cars would not start, walked
back to the city.
The credit for the success of the affair is
due the committee, consisting of Col. Hot I,
C- T. Ensminger, George Canning, Dan
Keefer, Rnssell Ash, Emer Tulloss, and
Walter Thayer. The admissions at the
gate netted the Pytbians $568.50.

At the beginning of the year.seven indict
ments were pending for offenses against
liquor laws, and during the year two
similar indictments were returned, making
a total of nine cases- They were disposed
of as follows:
No. of cases convicted................................. 1
•• •• •• nollied.................................... .. 7
“ “ ” pending..................................... 1
Three indictments for offenses against
Base Ball Tournament.
public policy were found; fine was imposed
in one esse, one was nollied and tbe other
Iu the baseball contest, Gambier won first
is still pending.
prize, $20, and Mt. Vernon second, $10.
OFFENSES AGAINST PROPERTY.
first game.
No. indictments pending July 1, 1895...... 2
Score
by
innings:
found during year............ 15
1 2 3 4 5 6
“ of persons involved.............................. 18 Greys.............................. 0 3 2 o 1 x— 6
These indictments included 1 for burning Waterford ..................... 1 1 3 0 0 0-5
Batteries—Greys. Silcott and Chaie: Watproperty, 8 for burglary ,4 for grand larceny,
and Levering. Errors—Greys,
3 for petit larceny and 1 for other offenses. erfords,Moore
6, Waterford, 5.
Four persons were imprisoned in the peni
8ICOND GAME.
tentiary, fines were imposed in 2 cases,
Score by innings—
work-houte sentences were given in 2 cases,
123456789
nform farm in 1, 1 case was nolled Gambier ...... 0 4 1 0 2 3 2 1 0—13
Bladensburg
00020000 1— 3
and there was 1 acquittal, 4 indictments
Batteries—Gambier, YouDg and Sapp;
have not been tried, aud there was failure Bladensburg. Edwards and Baker. Errors
to arrest iu 3 cases. Counsel for defendants —Gambier, 4; Bladensburg, 8.
were allowed $150 fees in 10 cases.
third game.
Score by .innings—
CRIMES AGAINST PERSON.
123456789
No. indictments pending July 1,1895...... 3 Gambier ...... 0 0 5 7 0 0 5 0 2—19
”
found during year.............. 23 Greys...... .-...0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0—1
” persons involved................................... 20
Batteries—Gambier, Wsrrnan and 8app;
Of these, one was for murder iu the first Greys, March 8ilcott, Hamilton, J., and
Chase.
Errors—Gambier, 5; Greys, 7.
degree, 2 for manslaughter, 10 for assault
with intent to kill, including shooting and
cutting with intent to kill; 1 for pointing
CONTERNO IS COMING.
fitearme, 6 for assault and battery, and 6
miscellaneousGrand Historical Musical Spectacleimprisonment in penitentiary.................. 2
Battles of Onr Nation.
Fines Imposed....... ...................................... 5
Nollied..... .. ............................................... 2
On Monday, July 20th, afternoon and
Acquitted............
5 evening, our people, with hundreds of
Pending, unsenled.............................
1
No. not yet tried........................................... 10 strangers from without the city, will enjoy
Failure to arrest............................................ 1 at Lake Hiawatha Park the grand historical
INQUESTS.
musical spectacle of “Battles of Our Na
During the year, twelve inquests were tion,” interpreted by Contsmo’s famous
held, 3 being cases of homicide, 2 cases of Concert Band, of New York, accompanied
suicide, 5 accidental deaths, 2 unknown or with wonderful descriptive tableaux, talent
natural causes; 10 were males and 2 were ed vocalists, Spanish dancers, musketry,
females, all of them native born.
cannon, fireworks and a grand military
display.
Conterno appeared in Cincinnati last
HOWARD ITEMS.
month at the “Zoo,” and this is what the
Mr. John Smith is erecting a new bouse Enquirer has to say:
“This is no affair of ordinary magnitude.
north of thia place.
Ira Lybarger has sold his butcher shop to It is, in fact, an out door entertainment of
Mr. Pipes.
more significance than ever given in this
Mrs. Zuck visited friends at Green Valley city before and a most pleasing, refined
last week.
spectacular and musical entertainment”
Mrs. John Heldy spent the Fourth at
Oil a level with the top of the stage will
Millersburg, the guest of her brother and be shown great canvasses representing the
sister.
battles of our nation in a most realistic
The Free Methodist Sunday school is manneT, from the war of the Revolution up
preparing for a Children’s Day service.
to the war of the Rebellion, tbe surrender
Mrs- Rush 8tough is very ill at the home at Apomaltox and the grand review at
of her son,Jay.
Washington. Appropriate mnsic accom
Rev. L. A. Edwards installed the new panies each spectacle, and there will be
Epworth League officers Sundsy afternoon, Spanish dancers and ten soloists represent
at the Valley church.
ing in costume characters preceding each
Mr. Samuel Berry, of Mt. Vernon, was in war. There are splendid spectacnlar and
town, Friday.
musical features, fireworks and cannon and
Mrs. Chas. Berry, of this place, spent the marching of troope, and with the sing
Friday with her mother, Mre. John Gilbert, ing of patriotic choruses and the splendid
et Monroe Mills.
band of 55 pieces, the whole forms such an
Mre. Laura Postle, of Gambier, visited at entertainment as must appeal stiongly to
Mr. Jay Stough’a one day laat week.
the patriotic eye and ear.
Quite a number of our people took iu the
Conterno’s band ranks second to none and
Fourth at Lake Hiawatha Park.
is always to the front when there is any
great event in New York. Tbe elder Con— An excursion of colored people came terao it eaid to be tbe successor of tbe
over from Columbue Thursday to Lake lamented Gilmore, with all hie force aDd
Hiawatha Paik and spent the day. The fire. We congratulate onr people upon this
excursion was under the auspices of the G. opportunity to see and hear so grand a
U. O. O. Fa spectacle.

RULES OF THE ROAD.

Riding Regulations Advocated by
Harper’s Weekly.

1. That drivers and bicyclists must keep
to the right.
2. That the one on the right side has
the right of way over one approaching on
his own left. This is sadly and often vici.
ously disregarded, with aerioua results by
drivers of wagons and cabs.
3. That an overtaking bicyclist mutt
Invariably sound his bell on approaching,
and pass invariably on the left aide of the
vehicle or bicycle so overtaken.
4. That bicyclists must never ride more
than two abreast.
5. That where the road permits of it
drivers and bicyclists must invariably leave
sufficient space on their left for an over
taking vehicle to pass, and yet not infringe
on the rights of an approaching vehicle.
6 That a bicyclist must sound his bell
at all crossings and on rounding all corners.
7. That bicyclists and drivers must slow
down to a four-mile an-hour gait—(which
s about a'dog trot”) at all crossings and
around all corners.
8. That bicyclists and drivers must never
go faster than eight miles an hour.
9. That every bicycle in use after 6
o’clock, p. m , must carry a lighted lamp.
10 That the pedestrian invariably has
the right of way on croasings.
11. That as between drivers and bicyclists
on all occasions arising not provided for in
tbe above regulations—the bicyclist has the
right of way.
12. That policemen are authorized to
arrest any bicyclist or driver not making
his way cautiously where a crowd or any
other occasion arises, making cautious pro
cedure needful to the safety of other travel*
ere.
13. That the fine of a bicyclist on all of
fenses be ten per cent more than that of a
driver.
14 That in tbe case of drivers, in addi
tion to tbe individual offender’s fine, a fine
be levied kgainst the employer of the of
fending driver.

LYMAN ROWE SUICIDES.
Former Knox County Man Takes His
Own Life at Toledo.
A telegram from Hon. J. F. Greer, of
Toledo, to A. R. McIntire, of this city, Fri
day morning, announced the suicide of
Lyman Rowe, in that city. The unfortu.
nate man was a son of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Rowe, residing west of Green Valley. He
left this city about twenty years ago and
has since resided in Cleveland and ToledoHe was twice married, bis first wife being a
Bister of Mrs. A. R. McIntire, of thia city.
His second wife was a sister of Mrs. C. L.
Work, wife of a former Presbyterian minis
ter of this city.
No cause is given for the suicide, bat it is
supposed to have been the tesult of despon
dency induced by unfortunate business
ventures and financial reversesTbe Toledo papers of Monday, contained
the etartling information that Rowe was a
forger to the extent of $9,000. This, togeth
er with his unhappy domestic relatione,
probably caused him to shoot himself. He
left personal property valued at $3,500.
EXTREMELY DISCOURAGING

Is the Condition of the Wheat Crop
of Ohio.

The crop report of the Ohio department of
agriculture for tbe month of July is even
more discoaraging than was the report for
last month, showing a still further decline
in wheat. Tbe report is based upon com
plete returns from every township in every
county of tbe State. For acreage, compari
son is made with the area of last year. Tbe
report is as follows:
Wheat—Area Bown last fall, 2,251,043
acres; plowed up this spring, 11 per cent.;
total estimated area for tbe harvest of 1896,
2,011 708 acres; condition compared with an
average, 45 per cent.
Barley—Condition compared with an
average, 66 per cent.
Rye—Plowed up this spring, 5 per cent.
Oats—Condition compared with an aver
age, 101 per cent
Corn—Area planted in 1895, 2.853,535
acres; area planted thia year compared with
1895, 102 percent.; total estimated area for
1896,2,904,815 acres; condition cotrpared
with an average, 96 per cent; damsge by
cut worms, 5 per cent.; damage by white
grub worm, 2 per cent.
Clover—Damage by white grub worm, 3
per cent.; product per acre. 1.07 tone; quali
ty compared with an average, 76 per cent.
Potatoes—Area planted in 1895, 144,253
acres; area planted this year compared with
1895, 95 per cent.; total estimated area for
1896, 137,162 acres, condition compared
with an average, 98 per cent.
Tobacco—Acreage compared with last
year, 82 per cent.
Timothy—Condition compared with an
average, 73 per cent.
Horses—Condition compared with an
average, 93 per cent.
Pastures—Condition compared with an
average, 87 per cent.
Colts—Number compared with an aver
age, 45 per centCattle—Condition compared with an
average, 94 per cent.
Calves—Number compared with an aver
age, 84 per cent.
In commenting upon the oondition of
tbe wheat crop the report says: "During
the entire growing season the indications
have wavered shout the half crop estimate,
hut as the season advanced it was apparent
that the crop would run below rather than
above the half average, and now as tbe
harvest is on and the amount of plowed
up wheat has been figured approximately,
it is evident that tbe wheat product for the
State will be somewhat below one-half a
fair average product. Rust and the ravages
of the Hessian fly, which have been quite
general over tbe State, have aided in reduc
ing the prospects.
“Of the 2,851,043 acres of wheat seeded
last fall, it is estimated that 239,338 acres
were plowed up this spring, this materially
increas ing tbe area of spring crops, oats
showing an increase of 3 per cent, in area
as compared with last year, cosn an increase
of 2 per cent, as compared with last year.
Last year there was an usually large area of
corn, which large area is increased this year
by about 51,100 acres. Generally the corn
Is in fair condition, while oats are estimated
above a fair condition. A very large oats
crop is in prospect and with lavorable con
ditions a large corn crop is anticipated.
"The area of potatoes is not quite np to
last year. The very low price of this product
msy have influenced the very slight short
age.
•’Timothy bay is only about three-fourtba
of a crop. The present report shows a
small increase as compared with the estimate
of Jane 1, the rains in June having caused
some little improvement.”

ouMBMWiinn.

F. Hall, has filed her petition to aell real
estate.

C harged With Disturbing
Ueligiou* Meeting.

Harry Parnell and Lncy R. Waldon.
Juhn Roes aud Rena Davis.
J. W. McKinney and Lncinda Wol
ford.
Clifford McCalla and Maude Steele.
J. D. Hull and Mattie Faloon.

JULY MAMK1AGCS.

Nad

Case Of
Insanity
Heard Monday.

DEEDS

John Dunn, Brown Township Farm
er, Makes an Assignment—Mrs.
Jane Woods Adjudged Insane —
Items From Common Pleas Journal
—Deeds Recorded—Marriages.
Fred Humbert, who was indicted for
disturbing a religious meeting in the .Free
Methodist church, in Howard, last fall was
given trial in Common Pleas Court, Mon
day. The evidence all showed that Hum
bert, instead of being disorderly, was a
faithful and gentlemanly attendant of tbe
church. The claim is made that the in.
dictment and attempted conviction was due
to spite work of his eneiniea. The jury re
turned a verdict of acquittalRAY IN COURT.

John Ray, tbe burglar, was brought into
Court Monde}- and the jury examined as to
their qualifications to sit on the care. Ray’s
trial has been postponed for a week on ac
count of Lieutenant Leaderbaugh’s condi
tion.
WILL

RECORDED.

Joseph Bradfield to Elizabeth Bradfield,
lot 4 in Blocher's addition, $1.
Jane (kxchran to Charles B. Cochran, 70
acres in Monroe, $2,000.
Andrew Bechtel, extr., to Sarah E- Sny
der, 50} acres in Berlin, $1.
Wm. H. Sapp, extr., to Jacob Fendrick,
lot 13 in Gann, $75 50*
John M. Fawcett to Frank L Fawcett, 35
acres in Harrison. $1.
Martin Horn, extr., to Board of Educa
tion. Harrison tp., 1 acre in Harrison, $75.
Pauline F. Church to Sophia Church, lot
86 iu Braddock's addition, $100.
P B. Cha»e. extr.. to E. L. Patterson, lot
in Chase's addition, $400.
Wm. Beckholdt to Wm. J. Smith, 3J
acres in Pleasant. $175.
John H. Hicks, extr, to Mardenbro
Hicks, lot 188 in Centerburg, $45.
James Penhorwood to John Smith, 1
acre in Howard, $100.
Levi Ireland to David V. Ireland, und., i
of 12 acres in Middlebury, $425.
Andrew J. Collins to Rebecca J. Cum
mings, 1 acre In Greenville, $1.
Isabella C Weir to W. Edwards, lot 3 in
Snyder's addition, $350.

OF THOMAS COLVILLR.

THE TRAVELERS’ BONANZA.
The will of Thomas Colville was present
ed for Probate Wednesday. The instru
ment is short and concise. He bequeaths Cheap Rates Offered Tourists Who
Desire to Travel During Summer.
all bis property to his wife and appoints
her administratrix. Tbe will was executed
For tbe Buffalo Bill’s Wild West show to
April 29, 1895, in tbe presence of B. L be held at Columbus, Ohio, Monday, July
McElroy and D. C. Montgomery.
13, tbe C , A. A C railway will sell excur
sion tickets from all stations on its line.
farmer assigns.
Millersburg to Westerville, inclusive, at tbe
John Dunn, a Brown township farmer, very low rate of one fare for tbs round trip.
filed a deed of assignment in Probate Court, Tickets on sale only on July 13, good re
Monday afternoon, to R. L. Vincent- The turning until July 14.
assigned property consists of fifty acres of
On Wednesday, July 29, the Cleveland,
land in Brown township, valued at $2,000, Akron A Columbus railway will run an
and personal property worth $150. Mr. sxcureion from Columbus, Zanesville and
Vincent gave bond in tbe sum of $4,300, intermediate points to Niagara Falls via
with W. C. Cooper and Frank Moore as Cleveland and the palatial steamer City of
sureties. Alien Scboles, James DeLong Buffalo, of tbe Cleveland A Buffalo Transit
and John Snively are named as apprais Co. The round trip rate to Niagara Falls
ers.
will be $5 from Columbus and Zanesville
and proportionately low rates from inter
LUNACY INQUEST.
A sad case of insanity came up for in mediate stations. 8pecial train will leave
vestigation in Probate Court, Monday. It Colnmbua at 12 o’clock noon of that day
was that of Mrs. Jane Woods,a married lady, and Zanesville at 1 p m., making fast time.
about 29 years of age, residing in Jackson Tickets good returning five days from dele
township. Her condition is due to preg of sale.
For tbe centennial celebration, Cleveland,
nancy. About two months before the birth
of her child she became subject to nervous Ohio, July 22 to Sept. 10, 1896, the C., A. A
spells, which have developed into a suicidal C. railway will sell excursion tickets to
mania. The child is about three months Cleveland from all points and on dates as fol
old. hale and hearty. Dr. Coleman filed lows: From all stations on Wednesday,
the medical certificate. Mrs. Woods will be July 22. Thursday, July 30, Wedneeday,
August 12 and Thursday, Sept. 10, at a rate
taken to Columbus today.
of one fare for tbs round trip. In addition,
all stations, Mt. Vernon and north may sell
COMMON F1.EA8 COURT JOURNAL.
Wolfe A Sons against Jacob Milless et al.; on July 28 at the above rats. Tickets good
beard on answers and cross petitions of H. going only on date of sale and good return
H. Greer and James Carrigan, defendants ing not later than three days, including
being in default for answer; judgment date of sale.
For the Baptists Young People’s Union
rendered in favor of plaintiff for $599 38; iu
favor of James Carrigan for $761, and in of America, Milwaukee, Wia., July 16-19tb
favor of H. H. Greer for $3,298 69. Decree 1896, the C., A. A C. railway will sell excur
sion tickets to Milwaukee, Wis., and return
in foreclosure and order of sale.
at rate of one fare for tbe round trip.
Village of Gann against The T., W. V. A
Tickets ou sale July 14, 15 and 16, good
0. railroad; leave given defendants to with
returning not later than Jnly 22d, 1896.
draw answer and to file demurrer.
Tbe limit may be extended up to and in
Silas Mitchell against the B. A 0- railroad;
cluding August 6, 1896, by depositing
continued at defendant’s costs.
ticket with joint agent of terminal lines on
Ohio ex rel. Mary J. Stricker against
or before July 20. For further information
Hiram Underwood; dismissed at defendant's
see ticket agents.
oost and judgment..
On July 20 and 21st the C., A. A C. R’y
Win. M. Koons against Thomas Berry;
will sell Homeseekers’ excursion tickets to
heard on motion to require plaintiff to
points in the South and West at rate of one
make petition more specific and definite.
fate for the round trip, plus $2.
Motion overruled, with exceptions
For the Centennial celebration at Chilli
R. M. Braddock, exr. of Thomas Durbin,
cothe, Ohio, tbe C., A. A C. railway will sell
against Arthur Shaffer et al ; judgment for
excursion tickets to Chillicothe and return,
$761 06, decree in fjreclcsute and order of
July 20 to 23d inclusive, ai rate of one fare
salefor tbe round trip. Tickets good going only
John L. Hammond, guardian, against
on date of sale and good returning not
Killbuck Brown Stone Co-; motion for new
later than July 24th.
trial overruled and judgment rendered on
verdict for $132 95 and costsEvents at Hiawatha.
Nathan Butcher against Angeline Butch
W. 8. Sperry and family are at Winona
er; dismissed at plaintiff's costsColumbia Harris against William A. cottage.
‘‘Conterno Day” at Lake Hiawatha Park,
Harris; dismissed at plaintiff’s oosts.
James M. Crouch sgainst Chicago Brown July 20.
The Cecilian Mandolin and Glee Club are
Stone Co.; plaintiff required to give security
playing at the Park theater every evening
for costs before Aug 1.
Con tinuancee—Robert McClurg against this week.
The Cecilian Club are occupying Macki
L E- Reynolds; L. E. Reynolds against
John R. Tilton et al.; F. O- Levering, re nac cottage.
M. E. church excursion from Millers
ceiver, sgainst T. A Davidson, et al ; John
C. Leonard against Mary Erion et al.; Mar burg, Thursday of this week.
The Presbyterian chnrcl* of Mansfield,
garet McDonal Riley against George Smithhisler; I«aac T. Taylor against Ruth A. New; picnic at Hiawatha on Friday.
The Baptist church, of this city, bold
Thomas A. Parry sgainst Andrew 8tover;
W. C. Culbertson against Rebecca Watson their annual picnic on Friday of this week.
et al ; Joseph C- Gordon against Michael
O^Conner; Christian Swank against the
LOCAL NOTICES.
Brethren church of Ankenytown; Levi
Grukh against same; Wilmot Sperry against
William Gar rod; Sarah Norrick sgainst
Fruit Jars at Frank L. Beam’s.
Elizabeth Elliott et al.; Clark Irvine against
Addie Irvine et al ; Anna Lonzo against
All the new colors in window shades.
Charles Arnold; Flora Irvine against Clark New lace decorations. Wall shades,
all 6izes and at the lowest prices. You
Irvine.
FROSATB NEWS.

O. M. Armstrong, John Myers and A. F
Stauffer, appraisers of the estate of T. P
l4tfever, late of Clinton township, have
filed their inventory, showiug a total of $5,231.68.’.
W. W. Walkey, administrator ol Barnett
C. Harris, has filed his first and final ac
count.
T.S. Campbell has filed his answer and
cross petition to the suit brought against
him by C. W. McKee, assignee of Alva O.
McKee.
Agnes 8. Davidson, edministratrix of B.
LOCAL GRAIN MARKET.

^Corrected weekly by the North-West
era Elevator A Mill Co.
.?0
Wheat.
30
Corn...
16
$1.10
Taylor’aDiadem Flour.
1.00
“
Best Flour.....
Cash paid for wheat; millfeed always
or sale.

Convention to Be Held ut
Centerburg.

Two Candidate* to be do
minated.
Judge Gill, of Delaware, Declines
a Re-noniiiia(ion -K. J. Popplelon*
John David Jones and
Thom
as B. Fulton, the Other Candldates— List of Delegates.
The Democrats of this Common Pleas
Judicial district, comprising Knox, Dela
ware snd Lickirg counties, will bold thsir
convention in Centerburg next Wednesday
to select two candidates fur Common Plesa
Judge, to succeed Judges Gill and Weight.
Judge Gill, of Delaware, who has won
such high esteem ftom tbs bar wherever he
has presided, for hla uprightness and hon
esty, has positively declined a re-nomina
tion, and the name of Hon. E. F. Poppleton, of Delaware, will be presented Instead.
For the other nomination only two
•vowed candidates are so far known, Hon.
John David Jones end Hon. Thomas B.
Fulton, both of Newatk.
Mr. Jones is at
present completing his second term as Pros
ecuting Attorney of Licking connty, is a
man shunt 50 years of age, and a sterling
Democrat. Thus. B- Fulton is a well
known attorney and a brother of Dr. A. P.
Fulton, of this city. He is an able lawyer,
and like hia competitor, a loyal Democrat.
Both are excellent gentlemen either of
whom would grace the judicial ermine with
diguity.
Knox county lias no candidate, but in
the event of Licking county deadlocking
over her two candidates, the dilemma
might be solved by taking np a dark horae
from thia county.
Following is a list of tha delegates and
altarnatee from this county:
Delegates—John
Adams,
Columbus
Ewalt, 8 R Gotahall, L B Houck, W L Bottenfield.J K Haiden, Clark Irvine, L De
bolt, LeGrand Britton, Hugh Neal, Joseph
T Blubaugb, Dr Welker, J C Levering,
Robert Miller, C A Young, M Bone, Frank
Moore, FO Levering, J J Kelly, W A Sil
cott, Dennis Quaid, B R Parker, E W Tul
loss, Clinton M. Rice, D H Moreland, Jacob
Lybarger, A J Mann, J T Berry, David
McCollough, Mark Miller, John White, C M
Rice, Jobu Blocher, Jerome Rowley.
Alternates—Henry Keigley, John Myera,
Thomas B Shipley, J M Armstrong, Robert
Darling, C M Barber. J U 6heffer, I)'F
Green, James Sellers, Isaac Marker, Headley
Craft, George Rummel, W F Jackson, John
Boggs, Wm Boyd, W A Wander, John
Boyle, Wm;Loney, James 8mith, Peter
Parker, 8 Batcher, W D Banning, J H Mil
lan, Wm Han wood, John Cochran, E A
Wolfe, Worthington Shipley, John Ponting,
Clarence Barrie,S. W Hyatt, J C Hartsock,
W B Adams, A J Beach, Frank Hardesty.
Cooper Lot Sale a Success.

The sale of the Cooper lots has been com
pleted and tbe details of the project are
being rapidly closed up. The success of the
undertaking is a matter of congratulation
alike to the Cooper works and to the city.
The company has already received bids for
tbe construction of the new moulding room,
and as soon as possible work will be com
menced and pushed to completion- It is
hoped to have the extensions made within
tbe next three or four months.
The allotments will be made at an early
date and the selection of lots began.

A MEDICAL SUCCESS.
The France Medical Institute, 38 and
40 West Gay street, Columbus, Ohio, is
open for the visits of patients from nine
in the morning until nine in the even
ing. Those patients who live sufficient
ly near will generally find a personal
interview to their advantage, either at
the Institute or with one of the physi
cians who makes regular visits to your
town. The physicians in charge fully
appreciate the feelings of their patients
ana endeavor to give entire satisfaction
to the large number constantly under
treatment. ' That they are successful in
this respect is conclusively proved by
the letters on file at the Institute lrom
old patients and giving names of friends
to whom they wish treatment 6ent.
They do not claim to work nt'racles, but
do claim in all honesty and candor to
cure cases that are at all curable. Let
those given up by others call for free
consultation.
Dr. France by the request of many
friends and patients has decided to visit
Mt. Vernon, Wednesday, July 15. Con
sultation lree and strictly confidential in
the private parlor of the Curtis Hotel,
from 8 a. m. to 5 p. m. One day only.

Ask Her

—

will save money by buying these at
ARNOLD’S. Also all kinds curtain
poles, sash rods, Ac.

If she would like a
glass of Soda
from

Steel Express Wagons for the boys at
Beam’s.

Harry M.Green’s

Don’t fail to stop and see the artistic
and beautiful new styles in Wall Pajxr
at ARNOLD’S. Prettier than ever aud
at lower prices than ever. All old stock
closed out; new goods entirely. Stop
and see how pretty and how cheap.
In9ectolene Powder is guaranteed to
destroy Roaches, Bed Bugs, Water Bugs,
Moths and Vermin of all kinds. Sold
by Werner W. Miller.

Baby Carriages at Beam’s.

Money.
If you nave money to invest I can
secure you first mortgage loans on Knox
county real estate, not only as safe as
Government bonds, but at double their
rate of interest.
P. B. Chase.

New Soda Fountain,
and

See '
Her

Smile.

Special Bargain Counters for July at
Frank L. Beam’s.

LOCAL NOTICES.

If your eyes need atten
tion,
do not neglect them,
Coal Oil Stoves at Frank L. Beam’s.
but consult F. A. Clough,
Optician, and have them
Corena Yeast—Something New!
A Perfect Yeast. Try it and be con properly fitted with perfect
vinced. Sold by
fitting Spectacles or Eye
Warner W. Miller.
Glasses.

DANVILLE SACKED.

See the Big Bargains on Beam’s 10
cent counter. ,

Burglars Make a Raid on the Village
—Little Booty Secured.

See the new decorations in Porcelain
Dinner Ware at Frank L. Beam’s.

Thieves invaded tbe quiet little village of
Danville lest Wednesday night snd almost
sack ed tbe town. They entered the dry
goods store of C. E. Lybarger, looted the
cafe and secured about $8. The cash regis
ter containing a small sum was left un
touched. At Burris A Shaw’s drugstore
they secured a quantity of silverware and
small change. The village postoffice is lo
cated in this building and although stamj s
and other government pro|>erty were easy
of access, they left anything that belonged
to Uncle Sam severely alone. Tbe last
place visited was tbe erocery store of Nazor
A Baker, where a large amount ot groceries
were taken. The safe was examined, but
contained nothing in their line.
In each case, tbe nocturnal visitors
gained entrance by forcing windows, and
worked so qnielly that none of the inbabi*
tants knew of tbe robbery until the rext
morning.

COMMON PLUS JIIOOL

Linoleum, Oil Cloth and Window
Shades at Frank L. Beam’s.

Hammocks and Porch Shades at
Frank L. Beant’s.

We are displaying the
largest line of seasonable
novelties in Belts, Shirt
Waist Sets, Silk Guards
with Silver and Gold Slides
ever brought to the city, at
Fred A. Clough & Co.’s.

Awarded
Highest Hoaors—World’s Fair

Jell Tumblers and Fruit Jars at Frank
L. Beam’s.

Davis’ O. K. Baking Powder, every
can warranted to give entire satisfaction
or money refunded. Trade supplied at
wholesale prices by Warner Miller.

DR;

Call and be convinced that you can
buy more goods and better quantity for
the money, than any grocery store in
the city, at
Warner W. Miller’s.
Steel Enameled Blue and White for
cooking at Frank L. Beam’s.

or to your children,
or to anybody who

wants it brought out
W« wm th< b«st Mda la tb< city,

g rent,
will aaablt yaa ta yrovc ua truthful.

Craft & Taugher,

East Side Public Square.
Marvelous.
Telephone No. 86.
The results attained right here at
home have been marvelous. Hundreds
of your neighbors who have used
Unclaimed Mail Matter.
Wright’s Celery Capsules are now well.
Following is tbe list of unclaimed mail
They cure Kidney, Liver and Stomach
We are selling
matter remaining in the Mt. Vernon Posttrouble, Rheumatism, Constipation and
office foi tbe week ending last Monday :
Sick Headaches. Why pay $1 every
Mrs. Mary Buckingham, Mrs. N. A.
two weeks for a bottle of medicine when
Butcher. John Beris, John Croston, Mies
you can get treatment at 1 cent a day*
Jennie Fry, Wm. Fry. Wm. Hogle, Clark
MOST PERFECT MADE.
Wright’s Celery Capsules give 100 days’
For that Tired Feeling.
Harvey, E. 8. Hogle. Rachel Johnston, Mrs.
It braces you, gives you an appetite,
Jno Laving, L. R. Richardson, Mrs. Fa | A pme Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Re treatment for $1. Easy to take, no l«d
Richards, Miss Ethel Sperry, Mrs. Jennie
Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant taste, do not gripe, backed by a bank, and is the best Liver and Stomach
Wolf, W. H. Whitmore. Mies Iry L- Baker.
to cure you, or refund your money. medicine on the market today.
.
4G YFtRS THE STANDARD.
C. E. Oritcufirld, P. M,
Sold by Baker A Son, druggists.
Craft A Taugher
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THE MOUNTAIN CHAUTAUQUA.
Miss Hardaway suddenly hutched my
II..W
They
Do
Things
at
the
Kansas
Mountain Lake Park, Mil. on ilie
arm. “Here he comes,” she said, hasti
City Market.
Main Line of tlie B. At O.
ly. “Please do something.” I had no
[Kansas City Drover*’ Telegram ]
The most superb and sensible summer
idea what to do. “To show him,” she
There was a slight tap on the door,
The Telegram has for several weeks resort in America. $300,000 expended in
explained, and then hurriedly seized
and Miss Hardaway entered the library
improvements,- *200 beautiful cottage*; ho'e
my hand.- We strolled away like this been laying particular stress upon the
ami cottage board at from $5.09 to $12 00 per
with a little rush. She looked anxious
very
heavy
increase
in
the
horse
and
till Mr. L’rquhart passed. I hojuj it con
week—cheaper than staying at home. The
ly round, and theu made a step toward
mule
business
which
Kansas
City
has
vinced him, but 1 could not help feeling
mountain air and the mountain views
me. I dropped my Kinglake on my
enjoyed
f
»r
the
past
few
month*
,
?
o
rather foolish.
simply indescrible. Session August 5-h to
knee, and looked at her; evidently she
Then Miss Hardaway paused. “Please outsiders, however, who have never the 25th. Three superb entainments daily.
had come on some pressing business.
go now,” she eommanded; “I have seen the workings of the horse and The best music and the bed lecturers which
She looked rather excited, also a trille
promised to go out with Miss Yale.” It mule auction sale at its highest pitch, money can procure. Dr. T. DeWitt Tai
nervous. “Mr. Tjson’” said she. “Miss
was quite strange to be ordered about nt namely, selling a horse every minute, mage. Gen. John B. Gordon ami Bishop J.
Hardaway? ' said I. “I—I want to have
some one else’s will, and as I went back figures do not convey an adequate con H- Vioent already secured, with 100 others.
a talk with you about —about aomething to my books I vaguely wondered if this ception of what it means to sell 440 Dr. W. L Davidson, the great Chautauqua
manager, in charge.
which----- ” She hesitated. “C» rtainly,’’
was a fair sample of matrimonial exper horses per day throughout a stretch of Summer Schools - 20 departments of im
I responded, amiably; “won’t you sit
several
weeks.
This
is
the
record
winch
iences. There was no call made ujion
portant school work in charge of leading
down?” She sank into a chair opposite
me till the following afternoon, when I Kansas City is enjoying this year. The instructors from the prominent universities
me and regarded me with dubious eyes.
was requested to take Miss Hardaway great increase in receipts has not been A wondei ful chance for teachers and siu“I hope
you
won’t
think it
for a short stroll on the cliffs. “We due to the general run of trade, hut a dents desiring to make up studies Tui’ion
extraordinary of me,” she said, in a sort
must keep up appearances,” she ex Systematic hustling, for which Kansas insignificant Wishes of students grat.tnd
of stammer, “but I wanted your assist
plained. It was very pleasant on the City has always been noted, has brought Low rates on railroads. For full detailed
information 'and illustrated programme,
ance.” ‘ If I could do anything,” I ob
cliffs, and there we met Mr. Urquhart thousands of hoi*es front territory address A R Sperry, Mountain Lake Paik,
served, to reassure her, “command me.”
which
never
before
contributed
to
this
once more. I hastily stized her hat d,
Md.
She averted her eyes and fidgeted with a
hut she drew it away from me with de market. I’erhsps the largest increase
book upon the table.
in
trade
has
come
from
Nebraska,
al

THE TRAVELERS’ BONANZ V.
cision. “Don’t!” she said. “I thought I
‘ You see,” she exclaimed, “it’s rather
though
Missouri
has
furnished
this
had to do something,” I observed, hum
Cheap Rates Ottered Tourists Who
delicate.” I nodded. “Exactly,” I as
bly. “Oh, no,” she said, in a vexed market with more stock of all kinds than
Desire to Travel During Summer.
sented. “And—I dou't know, but I’m
voice. “Don’t you see there’s no need ever In fore. The management of the
On July 2 to 13, inclusive, the Baltimore
sure it’s -it’s rather dreadful.” "Good,”
now?” I didn't see, but I took her horse and mule market has been going A Ohio railroad will wll excutsion tickets
said I; “things are so Hat as a rule.”
after the trade and the recent doubling to Mountain Lake Park, Md , at a ra'e of
word for it.
one fare for the round tripnn account of the
“You will probably say ‘No’ at once.”
All the same, I regretted that there in receipts attests the success which Camp Meeting. Tickets will be good for
she went on, “and I’m sure I don’t
was no need; I had no idea that she was tfiey have met. The greater proportion return until July 17, 189G.
blame you.” “I should like to have the
For the 1 OOF. and Patriarchs Mili
such an attractive girl. It appears that of the hoises coming to market at tant of Ohio, the C , A. <fe C. K'y Co will
opportunity, at any rate,” I said, with a
present
are
common,
the
high
class
sell excursion licke s to Marion, Ohio, aud
Aunt Catharine was supposed to know,
smile. She started and half rose in her
return ai rate of one fate for the round tripbut I was eure the whole hotel was in hoise being an article which is more Tickets
on rale July 13 and 14, good going
chair. “I’m afraid I've interrupted
the secret. I came to this conclusion rarely seen than the plug. North and only on date of »ale and good returning not
your reading," she exclaimed. “I—I
South
Carolina
are
the
heaviest
buyers
later
than
July 20. 1896
from the pertident way in which we
only came in on the impulse. It’s real
were left together. If we were seen in at present, with Arkansas second in the
ly nothing.” “Now," said I, lying back each other’e^ompany we were consci list. Texas buys very heavily, also, and
.in my chair, benignly, “you poeitively
entiously avoided, and people indulgent Alabama and Georgia take not a few.
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
fire my curiosity.” “No,” she said,
ly left the room in order that we might These, however, are all common horses.
The word “heretic” is a transferred shaking her head. “It was nothing. I exchange confidences. Miss Hardaway Pennsylvania has regular buyers here
Greek word, “hairetikos’’ which comes only----- ” I leaned forward and touch
for heavy chunks and well developed 4from a verb meaning “to choose.” A ed her arm. “Miss Hardaway,” I said, noticed this at last; 6he did not seem to
year-olds on the draft order. There lias
have anticipated it.
heretic, therefore, is one who, instead of
holding to all the tiulh of God in hi* earnestly, “what! you would rob a poor
“What do they do that for?” she ask been little to induce buyers of fine
word, acts hy partiality and chooses foi old fogy of his only consolation—that ed, pettishly. ‘ Oh, they suppose we horses to locate here thus far because of
himself. Hence the higher critics are of advising other*? Fie! I think you
want to he alone,” I answered, cheer the scarcity of such animals. One
heretics.
owe me something for the studious way
buyer of line horses for the wealthy
in which you have avoided me lately.” fully.
The Discovery Saved Ills Life.
"How foolish!” said Miss Hardaway, classes of the East made the statement
It seemed that I couldn’t have said
Mr. Q. Caillouette. druggist, Beavererille
frowning. “Don’t you want to go to yesterday that he would give any man
III., lays: "To Dr. King's New Discovery anything more to the point,though heav
I owe my life. Was taken with La Gripi* en knowB I had no idea what the dear your books?” she said, suddenly. I did $10 to show him a fine horse which was
and tried all the physicians for miles around,
not, but I took my dismissal and went. for sale, such an animal as his wealthy
but withont avail, and was given up and girl wanted. “Avoided you!” she aaid:
Eastern customers would purchase
told I could not live. Having Dr. King’s “no, indeed. If you only kncw.» That s Later that day Miss Hardaway sought
without re gard so much t) the price as
New Discovery in my store I sent for a
me.
“
I
think,
Mr.
Tyson,
”
said
she,
bottle and began its use and front and what-----” Here she came to an abrupt
to
the quality of the animal. So scarce
from the first dose began to get better, pause. “I Should very much like to “that we had better stop this pretense
are the better grades of horses at present
and after using three bottles was tip and
now.
It
has
served
its
turn.
”
“
Well,
”
around again. It is worth its weight in know what that is,” I said, after waiting said I, “if you are quite sure that Mr. that the man who is in a position to
We Aim to Keep
gold. We won't keep bouse or store with for a moment. I suppose I looked at
out it.” Get a trial bottle of G- It Bakei her kindly; perhaps I beamed benevo Urquhart and Catherine will not resume handle and develop all grades of top
& Son.
classes, l>oth draft anU drivers, which are Just What
lently—old fogies do. At any rate, she ----- ” She shook her head. “I'm not wanted by the wealthy classes, cannot
afraid
of
that,
”
she
said,
boldy.
“
Very
It is an interesting fact, and one show* seemed to take courage, and sank once
The People Want!
ing how little have been the surface more into the depths of the armchair. well,” said I, “then we had better think make a mistake if he devotes all his
changes wrought in agricultural Wales,
out a way. Of course, the engagement energies thereto.
Some of the things
that a well defined Roman road exists to "I have l>een very much worried lately,” must be broken. But who is to d » it?”
There has never been a time when
people aie asking for
this day in the very heart of I-landrin she exclaimed, with a sigh. I nodded
such a large percentage of the receipts
dod.and with a few breaks can he traced comprehensively. “It—it was that that "I, of course,” said Miss Hardaway, in
are mentioned below:
to the outskirts of Magos, a few miles made me come rushing in here,” she surprise. I passed the paper knife be at this market consisted of mules. We
are
informed
hy
a
dealer
that
there
are
away.
Good for
went on. “I—I was determined not to tween my fingers reflectively!“That’s now 1,OCO per cent more mules arriving
of course the proper way,” I answered,
stand it any longer.” I waited politely.
Cure for Headache.
than at this time last year, although the
As a remedy for all forms of headache
“It's that young Mr. L’rquhart,” she “but it may leave you open to a diffi increase in the receipts of horses and
culty. You see, if you break with me
Electric Bitters has proved to be the very
We sold from one to three gradu
best. It effects a permanent cure aud the said, with an appealing glance at me, as the people will believe that you never mules combined for this year is less than
ating dresses a day last week.
most dreaded habitual sick headaches yield if I should now understand all. I un
1G0
per
cent.
The
reason
for
this
is
that
We will show you what the girls
to its influence We urge all who are af derstood nothing, hut I lifted my eye really cared for me, and that will en
until the last few months no unusual
flicted to procure a bottle, and give this
are buying if you step into our
courage
Mr.
Urquhart
and
Aunt
Cather

remedy a fair trial. In cases of habitual brows. “Really?” I punctuated. “Yes,”
effort has been made to draw mules to
store.
constipation Electric Bitters cures by giving she resumed, taking fresh courage. “He ine.” She bit her lips.
this
city,
hut
recently
a
tirst-class
job
of
the needed tone to the bowels, and few
“I never thought of that,” she said.
Skirt Waists.
cases long resist the use of this medicine. is a /rightful nuisance. He follows me
“Yes, I hustling has been going on, which, with
Try.it once. Large bottles only 50c. at G. It about everywhere.” She paused, and as “Then you must break it.”
There is a stream of Shirt Waists
a
cut
of
2-5
per
cent,
in
feed
rates,
has
Baker A Son's drug store.
2
from our cloak room to the street,
I seemed expected to say something, I mu6t break it, hut on what erounds?” I often filled the stables to overflowing.
asked.
“
Couldn
’
t
you
say
that
you
had
passing out of our cloak room all
Can there be a society without pins’ remarked that it was very impertinent made a mistake, and really cared for Most of the mules arriving here go
the time. We have just the
In speaking of “foreign sundries” as im and that he ought to know better. “You
south, although the mines of Pennsylva
styles you want.
ports, the English counaul at Chungking see,” said Miss Hardaway, "my aunt some one else?” she inquired. “But I nia take a liberal number.
observes that “pins seem to be un ’wants it.” I really did not comprehend don’t—I mean, would that be quite fair
The number of buyers on the market Sleeve Buttons and
known,” and the remark applies to the
to you, you see?” Miss Hardaway puck
whole of Ch'na. Neither pins nor walk what her aunt wanted, but I did not say ered her brow. “Put it on the ground is now greater than ever before. Among Sliirt Waist Studs.
so. I only pinched my expression into
ing sticks are desired by the Chinese.
the new ones are two expert buyers, one
If you wear a Shirt Waist you
greater intelligence and sympathy. that I interfere with your work,” she for Germany and one for other Euro
need Sleeve Buttons and Studs.
suggested,
“
and
that
you
are
wedded
to
pean markets. Of course, such buyers
“And now that we are down here, he
We have them from the cheapest
An easy dose—one each
takes the opportunity of—of pesteiing that.” “But you don’t,” I objected; “and will take only the best animals and
to solid silver and gold, as you
shippers
will
do
well
to
consider
this
besides,
I
don
’
t
care
if
you
do;
ar.d
me, and—and, well, Aunt Catliarino en
may wish.
night for ten nights will
goodness knows, I don’t want to be fact.
courages
him.
”
“
Ah!
”
said
I,
pulling
impart joy to life. Smith’s
Neck Ties and Bows.
my mustache, “that makes a difficult wedded to that alway s.” This, appar
HE WAS SHORN.
situation, doesn’t it?” “Audi thought ently, was a new idea, for she regarded
Shirt waists demand a tie of some
kind. Ask for what you want—
you might help me,” she ended, with a me earnestly fur some moments, and I The Trick Was Turned With the Us
are the best corrective in
we have it.
believe she was examining the lines on
plaintive shot from her eyes.
ual Result.
the world for a disordered
my face. "I’m not so very old,” I mur Detroit Fre« Press.}
“I, my child?” I asked, in wonder.
Chair Tidies.
mured. Miss Hardaway made no reply
liver, constipation, sick
I was crossing over to Jersey City one
"But how?” “I should be delighted, if I
but glanced out of the window; then, “I day on the Chambers street ferry when
Many ladies wonder where they
headache or kindred
knew.” Miss Hardaway said nothing;
can find Chair Tidies. Let the
shall tell Aunt Catherine that it was a young man about 25 years of age
troubles.
she appeared to have exhausted her
name Browning & Sperry come
broken off because of your work,” she looked me over for a couple of minutes
J. V. Smith A Co.. Props.. X. T.
before your vision when you are
confidence, and sat tremulously in the
All up-to-date druggists sell them.
said, pensively. “I shall deny it,” I and then said:
perplexed again.
armchair, as if she would like to leave
protested; “I don't see why it should Le
“
New
York
is
a
big
town,
isn
’
t
it?
”
it. “Tell me how you thought I could
broken off at all.”
The terrible exposures made by
“Yes, a big town.”
No more shields worn in dresses.
Gordon in 1879 of the cruelties practiced help you?” I said. “Shall I take him
After a minute’s silence she said, in a
“Lots of fools come to New York, EUREKA Dress Protector aud Corset
in the Egyptian slave caravans aroused away and drown him?” “Oh, no,” she lower voice, “It’s such a nuisance to
Cover adopted at sight.
eh ?”
all Europe, and compelled the dea’ers to exclaimed, eagerly. “I didn’t mean
The Eureka Combined Dress Protec
“Yes, I expect so.”
be more circumsoect. Still, no year that.” Of course, I did not suppose that you.” ‘ It isn't,” I declared; “I don’t
“For instance, I came here!” he con tor and Corset Cover has open pockets
asses without the entry of great Burn she had meant that. “Well, what was mind. I—let it go on. I’m not so very
which hold light shields, which can be
ers of ebony skinned slave girls into the
old, and it’s the only time I shall be en tinued, and a sad smile Bitted over his easily removed for laundering garment
your idea?” I asked. “You see,” began
face.
harems of Cairo and Alexandria.
gaged. Let me enjoy it while I can.”
“I see. Did y< u come as a fool or and as easily replaced. Always con
Miss Hardaway,-“it is difficult for me,
Miss Hardaway was silent. “Come,” did some one make a fool of you after venient. An absolute necessity for
with Aunt Catherine as my chaperon.
Shirt Waists and Light Dresses.
said I, taking her hand, “you wouldn’t you got here!”
Aud she likes Mr. L’rquhart.” “Of
“Both. You have heard of them
grudge
me
a
little
pleasure,
would
you?
”
Are women; their system being suscept- course it is,” I assented. “Well, do you
fellers, of course? You’ve
Miss Hardaway laughed, a self-embar green-goods
ahlc to derangement and disease.
also heard of the Smart Aleck of the
want me to chaperon you? Is that it?”
rassed little laugh. "Pleasure?” she ech country town who thinks he can beat
Now I examined her, she was really a oed. “Certainly,” said I, promptly; “a cm? I was one of the Smart Alecks.
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
very pretty girl, and particularly ao pleasure which, alas! can never be more I read about them fellers for four or
when she blushed. Site Hushed now, than a shadow for an old fogy like me.” five years and then made up my mind
ts she said, “You see, Mr. Tyson, I She looked at me timorously. “I don’t I could heat ’em.”
“And you came down to buy fome
cures all the sicknessesa peculiar to their thought—it was very impertinent of me
think you’re an old fogy,” she said. I green-goods and got shorn ?"
sex; it fortifies the system against the —hut you know I was driven out of my
"That’s it. Shorn is a pretty good
made to draw her nearer, but she disen
diseases incident to old age. It is the •Aenecs hy the stupid—hy things. And I
gaged herself and slipped gently to the word for it. Yes, I was shorn. I thought
best medicine on earth for women.
thought, perhaps,” she hesitated—“You door. On the threshold she paused. “I I was getting away with tl.'XX) but they
got away with my $200. Did yon ever
are
a great deal older than I am, aren’t —I won’t say anything to Aunt Cather have a saw-log roll over you ?"
The Hotel Cecil is a magnificent ad
“No, I never did.”
dition to the splendors of London. It is you?” “Bless you, yes,” I auswered. ine,” she said with a pretty little laugh.
The People’s Dry Foods Store.
‘ Nor I, either. But I can imagine
said to he larger than any hotel in Eu * Twenty years, at least. I might he —The New Bud.
how a feller feels. He must feel as Hat
rope, and to yield in size only to one or your father. All the same, it was not
as I do now. I’m 150 miles from home,
two in the Edited States. Rut it is less
Be Sure You Are Right
by its thousand rooms that the Hotel nice to feel that, somehow. But Miss
dead broke and feeling long and thin The COAST LINE to MACKINAC
And
then
go
ahead.
If
your
blood
is
Hardaway
was
relieved
—
eased
over
her
TAKE THE -i
Cecii compels admiration than hy the
and Hat. Ever try the Smart Aleck
splendor and good taste of its architect difficulty, perhaps I should say. “Yes. impure, your appetite failing, your business?”
ure and internal decorations.
“Not to any extent.”
I thought so, and that was what made nerves weak, you may he sure that
“Well don’t! It’s a delusion and a
me so rude as to think that you—that I Hood’s Sarsaparilla is what you need- snare.
more you think you know
Children Cry for —that we might pretend, you know," Then take no sultttitute. Insist upon the leas The
horse-sense you've really got.
she stammered. “I will pretend any Hood’s and only Hood's. This is the I come down here with my head swelled
Pitcher’s Castoria.
thing you like, child,” I declared. “Will medicine which has the largest sales in up us big as a har’l. I’m goiu’ hottie
Children Cry foi you really?” she asked, eagerly. “Cer the world, lluod’s Sarsaparilla is the with my head no bigger than a turnip.”
MACKINAC
‘ And you—vou want to nsk me for
tainly,” I answered. “That we are en One True Blood Purifier.
DETROIT
Pitcher’s Castoria.
a qiinrtcr to telegraph home for money?”
gaged?’’ she asked, hanging on my
“No, I don’t! There will he no tele
PETOSKEY
Children Cry for words.
Hood's Pills are prompt, efficient, al graphing or nutliin. I kin walk it in
CHICAGO
Pitcher’s Castoria,
I will confess that I was somewhat ways reliable, easy to take, easy to oper four days, and that'* what I’m going to 2 New Steel Passenger Steamers
tlo. The first the folks- will hear of me
staggered, hut in a second I chuckled to ate.
The Oreatest Perfection yet attained in Boat
will be when I enter the house and saj*
When a European doctor is admitted, myself. “Most certainly,” I aaid. Miss
—Luxurious Equipment, Artistic
to the old man: “Well, dad, your Smart Construction
Furnishing, Decoration and Efficient Service,
and the case is rare, Io see a sick woman
The
two
Roumanian
cities,
Galatz
and
iusuriug
the
highest degree of
Aleck
is
home
again.
He
went
down
to
in the harem, he finds her covered with Hardaway's eyes looked gratitude. “I Braila, on the Danube, have been con New York to skin and he has come back
SPEED AND SAFETY.
a black sheet, so that only her eyes and knew you would he kind,” she remark necied by telephone, which is, like the skun. lie’s out $200, hut lie’s in$20,000 COnFORT,
Foua T«ih per Week Between
mouth are visible. Many of the beau ed. “Then that will get rid of him, you telegraph in that country, an institution worth of experience, and now if you've
ties die because the doctor is not allow see,” she added. “Yes, I supi»ose it of the state. Before its opening, the or got a job for him at $12 per mouth and Toledo, Detroit ^Mackinac
ed to diagnose their symptoms.
PETOSKEY, “THE JOO,” MARQUETTE.
will!” I assented. “Then that's all dinance of the government for its use txjard he’ll turn to and sweat hio collar
AND DULUTH.
was published in the official gazette the and let the Smart Aleck business go to
LOW RATES to Picturesque Mackinac and
settled," said she, rising suddenly to her principal
part of which is as follows: grass !”
Return, including /Teals and Berths. From
Lightning Hot Drop*—
feet, “and now I must go. It is good of "Any person who wants to have inter
Cleveland, $18; from Toieda, $1$; from Detroit,
$13-50.
BEAUl'l ITL
What a Funny Name,*
you, Mr.----- .” "But stay,” I interrupt course with another by telephone is
EVERY EVENINQ
ed, rising also. “Ix>t us understand l*ound to notify that person beforehand
Very True, but it Kills All Palrt
Between
Detroit
and Cleveland
Mosaic* Eon it 1 in Excavating Ancient
what our program is to he. You will hy letter, telegraph, or otherwise.”
So d Everywhere. Every Day-Connecting at Cleveland with Earliest Trains
Itnina in Greece.
for all points East, South and Southwest and at
Wlthout Relief, There is No Far,* tell Aunt Catherine?” “I am going to
[Londnii Times]
Detroit lor all points North and Northwest.
tell her now,” she said, firmly. “And—
In the course of excavations in the Sunday Trips June. July, August and September Only.
what are we—how are we----- ” “Oh,
EVERY 0AY BETWEEN
When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria
fsland of Melos hy the Director and
The ashes of coal from the mines of
Toledo
Transvasl Coal Trust and other compan won’t that rather bore you?" I asked, When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria
students of the British School of Athens, i Cleveland, Put*in»Bay
Send for Illustrated Pamphlet. Address
ies in South Africa have been analyzed Ueprccatingly.
When site became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
one of the most important discoveries
A. A. SCHANTZ. e. ..... DKTnotT, MICH.
recently and found to contain nine pen
“Oh, no," said Miss Hardaway, frank When she had Children, she gave them Castoria. has been that of a inostic which is be
nyweights of gold to the ton.
ly, “I like you; besides, it’s better than
lieved to he one of the finest yet found
Wright’s Celery Tea regulates the Mr. Lrquhart.” The compliment was
in Greece. It seems originally to have
liver and kidneys, cures constipatlou not strained.
and sick headache. 26c at all druggistsbeen about 44) meters long and to have
“And I am to call you—?” I queried.
KAILKOAI) KIDNEY
consisted of five panels, three of which
FACTORY PRICES.
So heavy is the mass of silver compos
ing the Indian marriage present to the “Oh, you must call nte Hetty,” the re
are ornamented with geometric patterns
Duke at d Dtreht ss of York that it took turned, promptly. “And you must The New Disease Induced By Much and the other two with figure subjects*
Biding on Dusty Bailrnads.
four men to lift it into a conveyence.
call me—?” I began. "Oh, I think I’ll
very beautiful, both in design and color.
$3d°.00
[New York Journal ]
Wright’s Celery Tea cures constipa just call you Mr. Tyson,” she observed,
On one of them are represented two
tion. sick headaches. 25o at druggists after a pause. “But do you think—
“Railroad kidney” is the latest disease vines with leaves and grapes, among
Lizmls, as it is well known, are at don’t you think—?’’ Miss Hardaway to be described hy physicians. It is which birds and animals are grouped; *
’
SAVED
tracted by the notes of music, and the considered, frowning. “I don't think I caused hy an artificial stoppage of the
WHEN .OU BUY A
the
other
panel,
with
a
circular
design,
I
negr-tes of the Island of Madeira, when can call you—what is your name, Mr. pores of the skin by the cirt accumulated
catching them for f.Hxl, accompany the
while riding on railroad trains. Any consisting of a series of different fish,!
chase hy whistling some tune wh'ch in Tyson?” she asked. “Paul,” said I. person, after riding for three or four while each of the angles holds a tragic
variably has the effect of drawing great meekly. “I know it’s not a nice name.” hours on a rail root 1 train, will find that •mask, very finely treated. The finer de- j BICYCLES SENT ON APPROVAL. Send for Catalogue.
Second-hand wheels from $20 to $40.
numbers towards them.
' Oh, it's not so bad," she said, rea-mui- liie hands, face and neck are very dirty, tails of color being represented with
Purify your blood with Hood’s Sarsa ingly, “only—all right. I’ll call you especially if he has been perspiring. glass tessaerae, while portions of the WM. GRAH. COLUMBUS, OA cl«.«er examination will reveal a
parilla, which will give you an appetite, that; and now-------- ’* “But is there
very fine grime, stopping up completely black are laid in gleaming obsidian, so
tone your stomach and strengthen! your nothing else?” I asked. “Are you sure the orifices of the pores. How deeply that the whole has a most brilliant
we mustn’t do anything else?” "Oh, no,” this grime works into the skin is shown effect.
nerves.
said Miss Hardaway, confidently; hy the fact that after a railroad trip one
More recently the excavators have
When open mouth breathing is ob “we’re just engaged, you know,” and must wa»h his hands and face two or
come upon a series of graves of the sixth
served onlv after exercise, such as bicyc
three
times
before
they
are
clean.
ling, it indicates that the heart and lungs with a Butter of her gown she was
It is thus plugging up the pores that century B. C. in one of which were found
The only safe, sure and
have been subjected to undue strain, gone.
iroducesthe railroad kidney It is not a number of ornaments in
gold
reliable Female Pill ever
which should not he repeated. Medical
The bargain was plain enough, but I teld that an ordinarily healthy person and silver. In another (Roman/tomb
offered
to Ladies. Espe
experience affirms that so long as the was not quite eure how it would turn is already a sufferer from chronic disease
cially
recommended to
were
found
a
series
of
gold
leaves
from
cyclist can breath freely with the mouth
of the kidneys. It is possible that a week
married Ladies. Ask for
closed be is safe, at least so long as heart out in practice. Yet it seemed to ans on railroad trains will aggravi te his a wreath, and a gold ring with a tine
x>re. MexTT’s
wer well enough, as far as she was con malady to an appreciable extent.
strain ia concerned.
subject in cameo. The excavations are
PENNYROYAL
PILLS
Railroad employes who are careless now being closed for the season, and Mr.
cerned. My services were in requisition
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy cures
and take no other. Send For. cikcfi.ar.
about
their
ablutions
and
do
not
Lathe
<o'ds, croup and whooping cough. It is the next day. We walked together in thoroughly and frequently, are said hy Cecil Smith, the Director of the school, Price 8I.00 per box, 6 boxes for S5.00.
j leasant, sat? and reliable. F> r sale by the garden, and really it was not a disa hospital authorities to he fspecially sus is shortly expected in England, when DR. MOTT S CHEMICAL CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
druggists.
( greeable walk. As we turned a corner ceptible to kidney troubles.
Sold at Ed. Det irY, W>St Side Public Square.
> further details will he published.
N a young girl’s life
there coatee a time
when the careless
innocence of child
hood changes to the
modest, blushing
maidenly self - conisciousnvss <>f ap
proaching maturity,
the eye is brighter ;
the form is rounder;
there is a touch of
shy coquetry in the
rlance:—the girl has
become a woman
I She has entered that
I critical period so full
1 of happy possibil
ities, yet so hedged
‘ about with the phy
sical sufferings and
I dangers peculiar to
1 her sex.
It has been said
I that to be a woman is
to suffer. Too often
this is true. A wo
man s whole nature
is so bound up in the
special functions of
her womanhood that any disturbance of this
sensitive organism throws the whole system
out of harmony.
"Female weakness”
causes nine-tenths of all the wretchedness
which women endure It can never be per
manently relieved by "local treatments."
That is generally an expensive, embarrasing. useless, make shift What is needed is
Dr Pierce's Favorite Prescription to reach
the innermost sources of the trouble and
restore health and strength directly to the
internal organs. This stops the weakening
drains which sap life’s foundation ; heals
sll ulcerated conditions, gives the ligaments
elastic power of themselves to correct mis
placement of internal organs and imparts
tone, vigor and vitality to the entire feminine
organism
In a word the "Favorite Pre
scription" makes healthy, happy women
Dr Pierce Is the Chief Consulting Physician
of Ihc Invalids’ Hotel and Surgical Institute,
Buffalo. N. Y He ha* made a life study of women s peculiar ailments Over ninety pages of
his great work. " The People's Common Sense
Medical Adviser," are devoted to the considera
tion of diseases peculiar to women. Successful
means of home-treatment are therein suggested,
making it unnecessary to employ a physician,
or to submit to his <r'cxsininatfonsA and the
stereotyped, but generally useless, "local treat
ment." Twenty-one (it ) one-cent stamps, to
cover cost of mailing o«/v. will briug a copy
of this useful book
Address, World's Dispeusary Medical Association. Buffalo S Y.
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BiRGlIN.
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ThePeop te’
Dry Goods Store

GRADUATING DRESSES!

BILE BEANS

E

DR. DAVID KENNEDY'S

FAVORITE REMEDY

(Hid Sperry,

LADIES

All Aboard

We have just received
a new lot of

Also Ladies’ and Chil
dren's

This train goes to Increased Business, Prosperity,
Wealth, and Happiness. Change here for Hard Times,
Dissatisfaction and Poverty. Are you going on? If so,
get right aboard, for the bell is ringing and we are about
to start on a season of unequalled prosperity. If you
don’t believe us, just take a look at the folic wing goods
and prices:

UNTRIOED HATS
AND TURBANS.

Ladies’ Stylish Oxfords....................................................... $ .75
“ Button Shoes......................... ................................. 1.00
Ladies’ $3 and $4 plain toe, button, at...... $1, $1.25 and 1.50
Men's shoes front $1 upwards.
Misses’ button, plain toe, 75 cents, reduced front $2.

TRIMMED HATS
AND BONNETS,

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦

McGOUGH

The Milliners

+

+

• EAST VINE STREET.

WARD BLOCK -

It will pay you to see these goods and prices.

DERMODY,

&

I

LUMBER!

DRUGGISTS
OHIO,

Valeut

Medicine.

F YOU ARE THINKING OF HEATING YOUR

COAL!
OUR GRADES ARE THE
BEST AND OUR PRICES
THE LOWEST in the city.
CALL AND GET AN ES
TIMATE ON THE LUM
BER YOU NEED BEFORE
YOU BUY.
OUR STOCK OF

Lumber is Complete
WE CAN SAVE
YOU MONEY.
THE BEST GRADES OF

HARD and SOFT COAL
ALWAYS ON HAND.

James Patterson,
tklkphom: >0. 55,

300-311 W. Gambier Street
Lnave orders with Francis Evans,
B. A O. Express Office

I___________________________________ 1

SAY____ __
DO YOU
KNOW
THAT THE

Nell all the

DR. MOTT’S

[

I

House it would pay you to inquire into the merits
of Hot Water Heating, tlie most economical and the
most healthful known to fecietiee. If y«>u are burning
more than eight hundred pounds of hard coal to heat
1000 cubic feet of space from the first of Septeml er io
the first of May, we can put you right and save you
money. We have had over thirty years’ experience in
this line of business, and will not experiment at your

Advertised In thia Paper.

BUIGHTKNS AMD BEAUTI
FIES.
S-A-N-A-D-O-R Skin Soap comes to
take the place ol a hundred or more
soaps now before the public, and which
are positively harmful to the human
skin. S-A-N-A-D-O-R Skin Soap is the
only antiseptic soap that is absolutely free
from all poisonous substances. It is the
full realization of an ideal toilet soap,
and ia soothing and purifying to the
tenderest skin, while it brightens and
beautifies the complexion. It is so
pure that its medicinal properties
make it an admirable soap for cleans
ing the teeth and purifying the breath.
It is perfect for all purposes of the
toilet and the bath. Price 25c. per
cake. Prepared by S-A-N-A-D-O-R
MEDICAL CO., 10 and 12 Vandewater
St., New York City.

expen°e.

Call or Write to

THOMAS CLARK,
Practical Plumber, 37 Public Stptare, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

Headquarters for Iron Pipe and Fittings, and all kinds

of Plumbing Material.

•HORSEMEN*

SPRIGS GOODS

SAVE YOUR STOCK
BY USINO THE
CELEBRATED

WHIE STAR
LAU) F!Y

In Latest Shades and Patterns,

Morris’ English Stable Powder
For Lom of Appetite.t'onstipatioB. Rough Hair.
Hide Bound, and all Uiseaneii of the Blood.

Price. 2»c. per pwkaff.

PRODUCES THE FINEST WORK
JN THE CITY? IT IS A FACT TRY
THEM AND SEl>.
Phone 129.
222 S. Main.

JWTO. D, TORREY,
Manager.

Quality all That Could he Desired.

Morris’ English Stable Liniment

STYLE AND FIT CORRECT,

Cure* Latnene*,. .'uts. Bruises. Scratches,
Galie, Svceceyr, Sparin*. Splint. Curb, rtcPrice. 50e. per bottle.

Morris’ English Worm Powder
Warranted to cure aay raw-of Worms in Horaea
Cattle, Sheep or bogs, ako Pin Worm, in Colt.

Price, Wr. per box.

Craft’s Distemper and Cough Cure

•

•

At Live and Let Live Prices,

A Specific for IMatemper. Coughs. Colds. Heaves,
Pink Eye. and all Catarrhal diseases of horses.

Rricc. 5Oc. gl.OO per bottle.

VTEV.BS8 A CO.,

Wells’ Hoosier Poultry Powder
Makes Hens Lay. cares Cholera, Gapes and
Bcup, and kee »s poultry healthy.

DEALERS IN

Hi Ice. 25c. per packa<e.

Flour,Feed, Seeds, Poultry

Every rexely guarantied satisfactory or money
refunded. Our nee hook, “The Horse: Hisbistas.es
and Treatment,*’ mailed l ee.

A. R. SIR E,
—Merchant

KNOX COUNTY

TEACHERS’

For .sale by. E

I). Taylor A Co , Eagle
Pharmacy.

The Second Saturday of Every Month,

And the Laut Saturday of September
October, November, February
arch and April.
Examinations Will Commence at 8:30 o’clock

L. D . tmt-liake, TieM.,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Ia. B. Houck, lerk,

Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
S. H. Maban-y,

Cetl erbur c, Ohio.

PATENTS.
s 0LICIT0R8

RESTORE

ST VIGOR

In Effect June 30. 1895.

EAST BOUND.

Central Building, Mt. Vernon,

Furnisher—

Gents’

BALTIMORE AID OHIO R. R
TIME TABLE

EXUIIXATIGNS.
Meetings for the Examination of
Teachers will be held at the
School Room,

Tailor and

124 SOUTH MAIN STREET.

Wells !*St-tlicli,e Co., Ljafujette, Iu«F

Cartis Warehouse, Liver Main street
Mt. Vernon. Ohio. Telephone M>.

16

8

STATIONS.

(Central Time)
Lv. Chicago........
Fostoria.
LvSandusky.........
Lv Mansfield...... ..
“ Mt Vernon.......

Result in 4 weeks.

-i-

46

When in douht what to me for Nerrom Debility. Low of Sexual Power (in either
*exi. Impotent>, Atrophy. Vancocele and other weaknesses, from any cause, use
Sexine Pills. Drains checked and full rigor quickly restored. If neglected, such
troubles result fatally. Mailed anywhere, sealed, for $t.oo; d boxes for 5.00. With
every
00 order we give a legal guarantee to cure or refund the money. Address
PEAL MEDICINE CO.. Cleveland. Ohio.

f

So’.d at H. M. GREEN'S Drug Store.

lOocIly

a m a m ; a m pm
10 15 +6 05
a m
p m; p m |
7 46
4 53, 3 35
a m
3 <M.'t3 00L
8 00
6 50 4 55 5 27; 10 05
7 45 6 45 5 Mill 22

m
00
m
30

I a
I 8
I
a m, p
Lv. Newark............ 1 8 301 6 55 »6 50 12

Lv Cincinnati .......

12 Ot

The Celebrated Specialist of the France Medical Institute

Will he at* the CL’RTIS HOUSE, Nit. Vernon, Weil.
neMlay,
July IS, 1SOG,* from S a. in. to <5 p. in.
“ Columbus......... •7 20 8 35 8 25|11 25
104 |
p m OKI DAY OWI.Y.
9 11 1 121 7 46 1 lz
‘* Zanesville.......
a ni

(Eastern Time.)
hr. Wheeling.........

P m;
1 15 5 30 10 33; 5 30
P

....... | 8 25 4 15 8 25
a m
noon am
6 3H
" Washington D 12 00 6 3b
7 50
“ Baltimore........
1 05 7 60
1C 15
“ Philadelphia... 3 40,10 15
I P
; p uii
112 35
New York.
1 5 55112 351

“ Pittsburgh.......

WEST BOUND.

AND ATTORNEYS
— FOR—

J. S. AND FOREIGN PATENTS
AND PATENT LAW CASES.

BURRIDGE A CO.,
127 Supnrior Street opt osite American,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
With Associated offices in Washington
aic* Foreign Counrri»fc

m
47 | 17

STATIONS.

p m a m
(Eastern Time)
Lv.Washington DC 8 20| ........
Lv. Wheeling........ 7 35 10 15
a in pm
“ Zanesville.......... 9 42 12 29
Lv. Newark............ 10 22 1 30
P
li 35 2 15
Lv. Columbus.....
amI
“ Oincinnat''. ...
5 45 5 45
a m* p m
Lv. Mt Veruon... 11 17 2 20
P
I
“ Mansfl Id......
12 12
lr Sandusky......
5 40
Lv Fost r:i..........
1 56
A.r Chi «go..........

p m a m

..... 1.....

3 45
I

C 22 6 19
7 1C 7 10

I

35 8 35
-...... 'l2 25

l

8 06 9 10
I

9 31 10 2-1
(i m 12 15
11 33 8 45
I p n7 2'» « 4<

9 00

•Daily 1 Stop on Signal, f1
ex.Sunday
J. Van Smith, Gen'l 8upt.
Chas.O. Scull GenU Pass'r Agent.
—THE—

C. i. & C. Ill
Scliednlf in effect May
17,1SM>.

FRANCE. PRESIDENT

South Bound.

SOUTH
ONI waWiokiti am solo

At 11 Cents a Mile
PROM TMI NORTH OVER THI

SV I LlC

eu'tftl Time. 1

SENT FREE.
Write for County Map of the South to
either of the above named gentlemen,
or to P. Sn> Jones, Pass. Agent, in charge
of Immigration, Birmingham, Ala.

CLEVELAND
$2.50
______
BUFFALO.
DAILY LINE BETWEEN

CLEVELAM1

mill

TOLEDO,

Via “C. 4 B. USE.”
Steamers “City of Diiffalo,” (new)
“State of Ohio” and “State of New York”
DAILY TIME

TABLE.

SUNDAY INCLUDED AFIEH MAY 30-

Lv.Cleveland.7:3O

r.M. I Lv.Buffalo.
7 JO P.M
A M: j Ar. Cleveland. 7:3U A M
Ontral Mandard Time.

Tnko.the “C. A B. Line" steamer* and enjoy a
refreshing night's rest when eiirouu-to Buffalo.
Magaru F’-IH. Toronto. New lerk. Ilieton.
Albany. ,000 Inlands, «>r any Etvstern or Cana
dian ixtint.
Ilally KirnrsionH Weekly to Xlsgara Kalla.
Ht-nd I cents.postage for Intirisi pnmplih-t.
For further infontixl ion tisk your nenrost Cou
pon Ticket Agent, or address

It K. HKKMAX.

Urn’I Pass Apt.

28

38

pm
8 tai
V 33
10 33
1 1«
11 20
II SC
f!2 lal
12 25
12 45
1 12
f 1 34
1 52
2 15
am

pm
1 40
3 «>
4 i>J
4 40
4 5l>
5 17
5 26
5 45
♦> («5
« 32
« 18
7 05
7 30
pin

|

8

1

a in

J 5 45
5 54
h 12
rt sc
ti 51
7 20
, 7 88
1 8 05
am

e io'

Nort h Bound.
Central Time. |
Cincinnati. ,..Lv

4
ntn j
8

35
27
-------- 1pm |
8 ’X)'

Colnmbos....Lv 11 45 12 35 ft 00
12 OH 1 06 6 27
tVesterville....
12 25 f 1 2« « 44
Sunbury ..........
•onfrebnrg .... 12 42 1
7 IH
Alt.V<reon .... , 1 13 2 25 7 S3
Gambier............. i 1 28 2 40 7 47
Dhnville.........
I 4U f 2 1» 8 04 j
Brink Haven ...! 1 55 3 OP 8 12
Killbuck. ......... 2 21 3 4! 8 <S
$ 3A 3 55 8 53
Millereburg.........
Orrville........... 1 3 25 4 53 i» 4 2
Akron.
...........
4 20 A OS, 10 36
Cleveland........ Ar C 45 7 30 12 10
pm
pm
sin
I

At. Buffalo.

«00
l>m

A

JACKSOS SMITH. Div. Pass. A£L, Ciiciuaii, 0.
C. P. ATIOBE, Bei’l Pass. A£i„ Louisville, ly.

2

am
Cleve’and ....L •
8 10
y 35
iM.ru n
..........
Orrville...........
10 33
Millersburg ..
II 12
Killhnrk
11 22
Brink Haven .
’1 4»
Danville.......... . 1 58
Gambier......... . . 12 16
Mt Vernon.... . 12 48
Ceutreburg.
1 17
Sunbury
J 1 St
Westerville...
1 52
Coluinbi s........Ar 2 ’5
pm

Cincinnati. ... . .

NaSHVILLS R. R.
To individuals on the First Tuesday, and
to parties of seven or mote on the Third
Tuesday of each month, to nearlv'all
points in the South ; and on special dates
Excursion Tickets are sold at a little
more than One Fare for the round trip.
For full information write to
LOU I

$25.00

GRAH SPECIAL BICYCLE

One-Price Store.

MT. VERNON,

W

ns Dei roll and Cleveland Steam Bv. Cs.
HIGH GRADE BICYCLES

HCTTTjL’S

S.

Inuit BnANcni

U4

: v, m.
f 8 00
I 7 00
9 20
410 20
a. m.

Lv. .Millersburg .hr
.. . i.. Killbuck ..........j
Ar.. ..Trinwey............ |
Ar.. .Zanesville.... Lv,

7

I

5
5
5
fi
I!
7
7
7

Ar

113

p. m.
t 7 45
7 10
4 IS
it 2 40
p. m.

t Daily except ounday. t Flag
atop. B meals.
rs*~ Where no time is given tmins do not stop
Noe. 2 and 3 carry Parlor Cars between Cleve
land and Cincinnati, Fare 25 cents between
Cleveland and Columbns, or intermediate sta
tions; 50 centsbetwoen ClevelsudandCincinnati,
or intermediate stations. Sonth of Colnmhoe.
Nos. 27 and 28. carry Vestibuled Sleeping Cars
between Cleveland and.Cincinnati.
No- 27 has a Local Vestibulwl Sleeper between
Columbus and Cleveland, and < an be occupied
by passengers after #3)0 p in. at the East end of
the Union Depot.
No. 28 basa Local Vertibnled Sleeper between
Cleveland and Columbns. This 81eeperarrives at
Colnnibna at2:15 a. m. and is set at the Eaet end
of Union Depot. Passengers can occupy their
berths nnt.il 7 :00 ft. m.
No. 28 will stop to lot off passengers South of
MI. Vernon.
For any information address
* Buns Dally,

E. DALY.
T. F. 5KWMA5,
Gen’l Pass. Agent, Cleveland,Ohio
flea’l Manager. | IL C. PAHKEit, Traffic Manager.

Cleveland, 0,

05
33
51
13
45
IA)
20
30

ndianapolis, 2nd

C8&40W. GavSL.CLabiockN.ofStitr House,Columbus,0. incorporated,1885. Capitol,$300,000.
DR. FRANCE, of New York, the well known and successful Specialist in Chronic Diseases
and Diseases of the Eye aud Ear, on account of his large practice in Ohio, has established the
FRANCE MEDICAL INSTITUTE, where all forms of Chronic. Nervous and Private Oiseases will be suc
cessfully treated on the most Scientific principles. He is ably assisted by a full corps of eminent
1
:
. one being
_•------.. .known
■------------’ ■■ ■ in his profession.
Physicians
and■ e
Surgeons, each
a well
specialist
Rt D CTD A MPP h-LS 1,0 superior in diagnosing and treating diseases and deft r mi ties.
•* • ■ •*
I x vx t Acute and Chronic Catarrh, Diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose. Throat
and Lungs, Dyspepsia, Bright’s Disease, Diabetes, Kidney. Liver. Bladder, Chronic Female
tnd Sexual Diseases speedily enred by treatment that has never failed in thousands of cases
hat had bean pronounced beyond hope. Many people meet death every year who might hava
x»en restored to perfect health had they placed their cases in the hands of experts.
50c BOOK FREE. "The Medical Adviser” containing nearly one hundred
tages, a short history of PRIVATE DISEASES, advice to young and old—especially
hose contemplating marriage, fully illustrated. Do not fail to improve the opporuuity to obtain one of the moat valuable books which lias ever come within yonr
each. Thia book will be sent to anyone free on receipt of postage. Address.
)R. FRANCE, 38 West Gay Street, Colnmbns, Ohio.
YOUNG MEN—Who have become victims of
olitary vice, that dreadful and destructive
i a bit, which annually sweeps to in untimely
'rave thousands of young men of cxal'ad talent
md brilliant iutellect.may call with confidence.
DR. FRANCE, after years of experience, has discove red the greatest cure known for weakness
in the back aid limbs, involuntary discharges,
impotcncy, general debility, nervousness lanuor, confusion of ideas,' palpitation of the
eart, timidity, trembling, dimness of sight,or
giddiness, diseases of the head, throat, nose, or
skin, affections of the liver, lungs, stomach, or
txjwels—those terrible disorders arising from
tlie solitary vice of youth—and secret practices,
blighting their most radiant hopes or anticipa
tions, rendering marriage impossible. Take
O»e candid thought before it in too late. A week
or month may place your case beyond the reach
of hope. Our method of treatment will speedilv
and permanently cure the most obstinate case,
and absolutely restore perfect manhood.
TO MIDDLE-AGED REE.-Tbere are many from
the age of 30 to 60 who are troubled with fre
quent evacuations of the bladder, often accom
panied by a slight burning or smarting sensa
tion, weakening the system in a manner the
patient cannot account for. On examination of
the urinary deposits, a ropy sediment will be
found, or the color will be a thin or milkisli hue.
There are many men who die of this difficulty,
ignorant of the cause, which is a second stage
of nominal weakness. We will guarantee a
perfect cure in all such cases, and a healthy
restoration of the genito-nrinary organs.

DISEASES OF WOMEN.—We have a special de
partment, thoroughly organized, and devoted
exclusively to the treatment of diseases of
women. Every case consultiugonr specialists,
whether by letter or person, is given the most
careful and considerate attention. Important
cases (and we get few which have not baffled the
skill of all the home physicians) have the bene
fit of a full couucil of skilled specialists. In
treatment of diseases peculiar to females, our
success has been marked, over two-thirds of
our patients being ladies, old, young, married,
single, rich and txtor. Our method is entirely
free from objectionable features of the general
practitioner, namely, “'Local treatment." We
seldom find it necessary. We prepare“remedies.
constitutional and local, as the case demands,
and instruct ladles how to treat themselves.
MARRIAGE.—Married persons, or young men
c , lti-mplating marriage, aware of physical
weakness, lossof procreative powers, impotency
or any other disqualifies ions, stieedilv restored.
PRIVATE DISEASES.—Blood Poison, Yenereal
Taint, Gleet, Stricture, Seminal Emissions,
Loss of Sexual Power. Weakness of Sexaal
Organs, Want of Desire iu Male or Female,
whether from imprudent habits of youth or
sexual habits of mature rears, or any cause that
debilitates the sexual functions, speedily and
permanently cured. Consultation free and
strictly confidential. Absolute cures guaran
teed. Medicines sent free from observation to
all parts of the United States.
EPILEPSY OR FITS—Positively cured by a new
and never-failing method. Testimonials fur
nished.

FREE EXAMINATION OF THE URINE.—Each person applying for medical treatment should
send or bring from 2 to 4 ounces of urine (that passed first in the morning preferred), which will
receive a careful chemical and microscopical examination, and if requested a written analysis
will be given. Persons mined in health by unlearned preienders, who keep trifling with them
month after month, giving poisonous and injurious compounds, should apply immediately.
Delays are dangerous.
*
WnNnpRFIII P.lIRr^ Perfected in old cases which 1 ave been neglected or unskillfullT
TiUnULfll UL UUflLu treated. No experiments or futures. Parties treated by mail er
express, but where possible, personal consultation is prderred. Curable cases guaranteed
No risks incurred.
dVCases and correspondence confidential. Treatment sent C. O. D. to any part of U S
List of 130 auestions free. Address, with postage, DR. W. ▲. FRANCE, No. 38 West
Oay 8t., Columbus, Ohio.

CONSULTATION FREE AND STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL
IN HIS PRIVATE ROOMS AT THE
Curtis House, Mt. Vernon, Wednesday,

m. to 5 p m.

ONE DAY ONLY.

July 15, from 8

a.

